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Abstract
The field of quantum information applies the concepts of quantum physics to prob-
lems in computer science, and shows great potential for allowing eﬃcient compu-
tation. In this thesis I concentrate on a particular quantum information theoretic
tool known as the quantum walk. There are two widely studied versions of the
quantum walk, the continuous time walk, and the discrete time walk. The discrete
time walk is particularly amenable to investigation using numerical methods, from
which most of the results in this thesis are derived, and is the main focus of the
work presented.
Two aspects of the discrete time walk are investigated: their transport properties
and their interpretation as quantum computers. I investigated the transport prop-
erties in two ways, by looking for a particular type of transport known as perfect
state transfer, and examining the transport properties of a new type of coin oper-
ator. The search for perfect state transfer concentrated on modifications of small
cycles. I found that perfect state transfer is rare for the choices of coin operators
tested. The structures tested for perfect state transfer were based on cycles, and
it appears that the type of modification has more of an eﬀect than the size of the
cycle. This makes intuitive sense, as the modifications found to lead to walks ex-
hibiting perfect state transfer aﬀected only the initial and target node of the cycle.
I then investigated a new type of coin operator which does not allow amplitude
to return to the node it has come from. This eﬀectively simulates a dimer. Using
the general form of this type of operator and random variables for each parameter,
I found that the expected distance of the walker from the origin, and standard
deviation, were independent of the initial condition.
The second half of the thesis concentrates on computational applications of quan-
tum walks using the language acceptance model. I first note their equivalence to a
type of quantum automaton known as the QFA-WOM, and this provides an intu-
itive understanding of the role of the WOM. I then use a more direct construction
to show that they can accept a range of formal languages. Using this construction
allows us to use superpositions of words as inputs, and the insights provided by in-
vestigating these suggest a new way of approaching the problem of quantum state
discrimination.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The 20th century saw many great advances in science, from the extraordinary, such as using
the curvature of spacetime to enable extremely precise global positioning systems, to the more
mundane, such as using microwaves to heat our food. Two theories which helped shape the
world as we know it today are the theory of computation and quantum theory. The field of
quantum information synthesises the two by applying the principles of quantum mechanics
to computational problems. This promises to enable us to perform computations far faster
than our current technology allows. As our understanding of science increases, we need more
detailed models, and more powerful computers to investigate them. Thus quantum computation
provides tantilising theoretical problems and the potential to facilitate progress in many areas
of science.
1.1 Thesis Aim
In this thesis I focus on one particular tool used by quantum information theorists, namely
the discrete time quantum walk. I have undertaken largely numerical work looking into two
particular applications: transport and computation. I investigate various aspects of transport
in the discrete time walk. Of particular interest is when and how a state can be transmitted
from one place to another with certainty. This question has been extensively studied in the
case of the continuous time quantum walk, which I also examine briefly, but has received little
attention in the case of the discrete time walk. I look into the role that the coin plays on the
transport properties of the walk, including using a novel type of coin which prevents the walker
from stepping back into the position it has just come from.
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I then investigate discrete time quantum walks in the context of language acceptance mod-
els of computation. Firstly we see that they are equivalent to a new type of quantum finite
automaton known as the QFA-WOM. Then I show how the walk can be used to solve language
acceptance problems more directly. The concept of a quantum input arises quite naturally from
this application of the walk, and we finish by investigating these using the walks developed.
1.2 Thesis Overview
I start by giving a detailed overview of the relevant aspects of quantum walks in Chapter 2 and
quantum computation in Chapter 3. This motivates study into quantum walks and quantum
computers, and indeed quantum walks as quantum computers. I give examples of the dynamics
of both the discrete and continuous time walks on the line in the purely quantum regime, and
undergoing decoherence in order to show that the classical random walk dynamics are obtained
from the quantum walk dynamics. Chapter 3 includes introductions to classical computation in
terms of two paradigms: circuits and finite automata. Quantum computation is then described,
initially in terms of the circuit model, and the discrete time quantum walk is shown to simulate
a universal gate set. Quantum finite automata are also defined, and compared to their classical
counterparts.
The following three Chapters, 4-6, concern transport properties of the discrete time quan-
tum walk. In Chapter 4 we start by surveying past results concerning perfect state transfer in
quantum walks, before discussing the results of a brute force search for perfect state transfer
using three types of coin operator. This search looked at many variations of cycles of diﬀerent
sizes, and generalisations of some of the graphs found to exhibit perfect state transfer are ex-
amined in detail in Chapter 5. These generalisations form three infinite families of graphs, and
the dynamics in the discrete time walk are compared to that of the continuous time walk.
In Chapter 6 a new type of coin operator, which, for the right choice of shift operator,
prevents amplitude leaving a node of a graph via the edge it arrived from, is introduced. This
would cause trivial dynamics in the one dimensional case, as it would cause deterministic
propagation away from the origin. I therefore investigate the dynamics of this type of walk
on a two dimensional lattice, and compare these to the dynamics which arise when other coin
operators are used,
I then turn to quantum computation in Chapters 7-9. In Chapter 7 we see how special types
of environmental interaction enable quantum finite automata to accept more languages. One of
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the models which takes advantage of environmental interaction, the QFA-WOM, is equivalent
to a discrete time quantum walk. This enables an intuitive understanding of the behaviour of the
QFA-WOM, which is seen to control interference between computational states by controlling
when they are situated at the same node of a graph.
In Chapter 8 I show that discrete time quantum walks can be used to solve language accep-
tance problems by directing amplitude to an accepting node, without using explicit computa-
tional states. Two ways of initialising the input are introduced and it is observed that it is easy
to initialise the walk with an input which is a superposition of two words. This novel, quantum,
form of input is the subject of the preliminary investigations detailed in Chapter 9. The key
result from these investigations is that the language accepting walks can be seen to perform a
type of quantum state discrimination.
The final chapter concludes with a summary of the results detailed in the main body of the
thesis. Open questions and ideas for future work are also discussed.
3
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Chapter 2
Quantum Walks
2.1 Introduction
As classical random walks have found many applications, particularly in mathematics, physics
and computer science, it is natural to consider their quantum counterparts. Classical random
walks have recently been used to develop new algorithms which outperform their predecessors.
For example, the best known algorithms to solve the constraint satisfiability problem, whereby
one must find objects with a certain set of properties, use the classical random walk [1; 2].
Prior to the development of quantum walks, quantum algorithms which solved problems
more eﬃciently than any known classical algorithm had been developed. Examples of these
are mentioned in the introduction to Chapter 3 below. The development of quantum walks can
be traced back to the study of quantum diﬀusion, which mostly focuses on the evolution of
particles on regular lattices. There is a wealth of literature on this topic, for example Feynman
et al [3]. There were many early models of quantum random walks [4; 5; 6], developed with
a variety of applications in mind. Quantum walks were first shown to be interesting from
an algorithmic point of view by Ambainis et al [7] in the discrete time case, and Farhi and
Guttmann [8] in the continuous time case. Both walks were shown to provide speedups in
comparison to the classical cases, on the line for the discrete time walk there is a quadratic
speedup and on a binary tree structure in the continuous time walk the speedup is exponential.
These results prompted a proliferation of further study into both types of quantum walk.
Quantumwalks have many specific algorithmic applications, for example the element disct-
inctness algorithm [9], constraint satisfiability [1; 10] and the quantum walk search algorithm.
The search algorithm has both continuous [11] and discrete [12] time versions which have been
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extensively studied over a variety of structures [13; 14; 15; 16; 17; 18; 19; 20]. In addition to
these applications, quantum walks have been shown to be universal for quantum computation.
This was first shown by Childs for the continuous time walk [21; 22], then by Lovett et al for
the discrete time walk [23]. Both of the proofs work by specifying graph structures, and in
the discrete time case appropriate coins, which simulate an elementary gate set required for
universal quantum computation. Overviews of the applications of quantum walks to computer
science can be found in [9; 24; 25].
The fact that they can achieve exponentially faster hitting times than their classical coun-
terparts [8; 26] gives rise to many of the algorithmic applications [8; 27; 28] of quantum walks.
This also leads to the consideration of quantum walks in the context of quantum transport. A
particular transport problem, that of finding conditions in which perfect state transfer can oc-
cur, has received much attention. The seminal work on perfect state transfer in unmodulated
spin chains was undertaken by Bose [29]. Since then, there have been many results, both an-
alytic and numerical, relating to perfect state transfer, and these have been recently reviewed
by Kendon and Tamon in [30]. Further reviews and discussions of applications of perfect state
transfer can be found in [31; 32]
Decoherence in quantum walks has been found to be useful under certain circumstances.
From an algorithmic point of view, decoherence in the position basis at the correct rate gives
rise to a perfectly random probability distribution for the particles position [33]. From the
transport perspective, an analysis of transport of an exciton through a light-harvesting antenna
complex showed that the successful trajectories were continuous time quantum walks [34].
Further investigations into environment assisted quantum transport followed, see, for example,
[35; 36]. Decoherence is not a main focus of this thesis, but will be briefly discussed in relation
to transport over particular structures.
The rest of this introductory chapter provides the background material necessary for the
discussions of quantum walks in the following chapters. First, some basic graph theoretic
concepts are introduced. Then the discrete and continuous time classical random walks are
defined. I then introduce the discrete time quantum walk on the line (Section 2.4.1), briefly
summarising its behaviour, before defining these walks over general structures. Continuous
time quantum walks over arbitrary structures are then briefly defined in Section 2.4.3. Perfect
state transfer conditions for both cases are defined in Section 2.5 and the eﬀects of decoherence
are discussed in Section 2.6. The chapter concludes with Section 2.7 where I describe how to
simulate and visualise discrete time walks over arbitrary structures. The code generated using
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the algorithm described was used for every discrete time walk described in subsequent chapters,
apart from the self-avoiding walks in Chapter 6.
2.2 Basic Graph Theory
Both discrete and continuous time quantum walks evolve over an underlying graph struc-
ture. In this section I introduce the graph theoretic apparatus which will be used throughout
this thesis.
A graph G = {E,V} is a set of vertices, or nodes, V and a set of edges E of the form (v,w)
where v,w ∈ V . If the pairs (v,w) are unordered, then the graph is said to be undirected. All the
graphs considered in this thesis are undirected, though there are quantum walk models which
use directed graphs [37; 38]. The degree of a vertex, dv, is the number of vertices it is joined
to. The order of a graph is the number of vertices, |V | and the size is the cardinality of the set
of edges. It is convenient to define the graph in terms of its adjacency matrix A with entries
specified by :
Av,w =
￿
1 (v,w) ∈ E
0 otherwise (2.1)
The adjacency matrix AG of G has ones in the entries (v,w) if vertex v is connected to vertex
w and has zeroes elsewhere. A graph is complete if every vertex is joined by an edge to every
other vertex. Graphs with the same number, k, of edges incident on each vertex is k-regular,
with the k often omitted if its value is contextually clear. A particular type of regular graph
known as a hypercube has N = 2n vertices, each of which have n edges incident on them.
Some other common graphs, which will be used in this thesis are Kn, the complete graph with
Figure 2.1: Examples of graphs, from left to right: the complete graph with 2 vertices, K2 = P2, the
path with 2 vertices; the complete graph with 3 vertices K3 = C3 the cycle with 3 vertices; the complete
graph K4; the cycle C9 and the path P7. The open circles indicate potential end points for examining
transport properties.
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n vertices; Pn the path of n vertices and Cn, the cycle of n vertices, which diﬀers from the
path by only one edge. Examples of these graphs are shown in Figure 2.1. As an example, the
adjacency matrix of K4 is 
0 1 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1
1 1 1 0
 . (2.2)
One can define the complement of a graph G, denoted by G, which shares the same vertices
as G but its set of edges is given by E = {(v,w) | (v,w) ￿ E}. The join of graphs G and H is
denoted G +H and its adjacency matrix is given by
AG+H =
￿
AG J
J AH
￿
. (2.3)
J is the all ones matrix of the relevant dimensions, so the join operation links all nodes of G
to all nodes of H. The notion of the adjacency matrix can be generalised to allow it to have
entries not equal to either 0 or 1, which varies the strength with which vertices are joined. A
graph with only integer values in its adjacency matrix is called an integral graph. Classically,
integral graphs with adjacency matrices whose entries are greater than one represent multiple
edges between nodes. If the diagonals of AG are integers, then the graph G is interpreted as
having self loops.
2.3 Classical random walks
2.3.1 Discrete time case
The classical discrete time random walk is simply a succession of steps over some structure,
the directions of which are decided at random. The classic example is the walk on the line,
where the decision to take a step left or right is made using an unbiased coin. The walker can
be considered moving along a number line which stretches from −N to N much like the small
portion depicted in Figure 2.3. The average position of the walker at any time t is the origin,
but if run forever a walk over Z will pass each point an infinite number of times. If a suﬃcient
number of walks with t timesteps are performed and their final positions plotted, a binomial
distribution with standard deviation t is obtained, as can be seen in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: The probability distribution of final positions of a classical random walker after multiple
runs each of 100 steps
2.3.2 Continuous time case
The classical continuous time random walk was introduced by Montroll and Weiss [39]. In
contrast to the discrete time case, in the continuous time case there is a certain probability of
the walker hopping within a certain time interval. This gives rise to a hopping rate γ. The
probability distribution across the graph over which the walk takes place is determined by a
matrix M. This matrix specifies how the probabilities are updated in every time step. The
entries Mv,w of M indicate the probability of jumping from the vertex v to vertex w and are
defined to be
Mv,w =

−γ if v ￿ w and v is connected to w
0 if v ￿ w and there is no connection between v and w
dvγ if v = w
(2.4)
The probability distribution over all vertices at time t, ￿p(t) can then be obtained by
￿p(t) = e−Mt￿p(0) (2.5)
where ￿p(0) is the initial probability distribution. The evolution of the probability of finding the
walker at a specific vertex v on the graph with adjacency matrix A is expressed in terms of the
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diﬀerential equation
d
dt
p(v, t) = γ
￿
w
{Av,wp(w, t) − Aw,vp(v, t)}. (2.6)
This just sums the incoming and outgoing probability at each vertex w where (v,w) ∈ E.
2.4 Quantum walks
2.4.1 Discrete time quantum walks on the line
Before introducing the discrete time walk on a general graph, I describe the walk on the line in
some detail by way of example. The first way one may consider ‘quantising’ the classical ran-
dom walk would be to allow the walker to move in a superposition of all possible walks. This
has been shown in [40] not to be reversible. The specification that all operations in quantum
mechanics must be unitary means that all purely quantum dynamics must be reversible, hence
this suggestion is not viable. Another approach is to to make a quantum coin flip operation, by
allowing the result of the coin flip to be a superposition of heads and tails. This means that,
analogously to the classical walk, each step is divided into two subroutines, one for the coin
toss and the other for shifting the probability amplitude along the line. Thus the Hilbert space
of the walk is the tensor product of the position space Hx = span{|x￿|x ∈ Z}, and the coin space,
which has basis vectors specifying the ‘coin state.’ Coin states will be called −1 to indicate that
the walker is to move left, and +1 when the walker is to move right. The walker can start the
walk at position x = 0 in a superposition of coin states, as indicated by
|ψ(t = 0)￿ = a|0,−1￿ + beiφ|0,+1￿ (2.7)
where a and b are real numbers such that a2 + b2 = 1 and 0 ≤ φ < 2π is an arbitrary phase.
As the coin state specifies the direction in which the shift operation should move the walker,
having a superposition of coin states will result in the walker moving in a superposition of left
and right, leading to the state
|ψ(t = 1)￿ = a| − 1,−1￿ + beiφ|1,+1￿. (2.8)
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Figure 2.3: The first two steps of the discrete time quantum walk on the line with an initially localised
walker
The coin and shift operators, denoted C and S respectively give the time evolution of the
state |ψ(t)￿, as |ψ(t + 1)￿ = SC|ψ(t)￿. C can be any unitary operator on the Hilbert Space of the
coin states, the most general of which, in the case of the walk on the line, can be written
Cgen =
￿ √
ρ eiθ
￿
1 − ρ
eiθ
￿
1 − ρ −ei(θ+φ) √ρ
￿
(2.9)
with arbitrary angles θ and φ and probability that the walker moves right such that 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1.
Taking θ = φ = 0 and ρ = 12 gives the Hadamard coin operator, denoted H. If the columns of
H are swapped around we have H2
H =
1√
2
￿
1 1
1 −1
￿
H2 =
1√
2
￿
1 1
−1 1
￿
. (2.10)
It has been shown in [7] that the full range of dynamics for the walk on the line can be
obtained with just the biased Hadamard operator, taking θ = φ = 0 and varying ρ in Equation
2.9, by varying the initial state of the walker. The evolution of the first two steps of the walk
on the line using the unbiased Hadamard operator can be seen in Figure 2.3.
The classical random walk propagates at a rate proportional to
√
T , where T is the number
of timesteps, whereas the rate for the quantum walk is proportional to T . This speedup is
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intuitively because some amplitude is always moved left, and some is always moved right for
each step of the walk, so every step results in the distribution being two positions wider than it
was at the previous step. Whilst a classical random walk may propagate away from the origin at
each timestep, this is unlikely. Due to the interference which takes place in the quantum walk,
it is possible to select initial conditions such that the walker will be measured at a position
which is some distance proportional to T from the origin with high probability.
2.4.2 Discrete time quantum walks over general structures
Whilst the transport properties of the discrete time quantum walk on the line are themselves
interesting, it can also be useful to consider quantum walks in higher dimensions. For example
the quantumwalk implementation of Grover’s algorithm [12] takes place over an n-dimensional
hypercube where each node represents an n-bit binary string. Varying the structure over which
Grover’s algorithm is implemented has been found to aﬀect its eﬃciency [41]. Walks on ir-
regular, higher dimensional graphs are used in the proof that discrete time quantum walks are
universal for quantum computation, see Chapter 3 Section 3.3, and to solve language accep-
tance problems in Chapter 8.
A discrete time quantum walk over an arbitrary graph structure G = {E,V} evolves, just
as for the walk on the line, according to a coin operator and a shift operator. In order to
accommodate walks over more complex structures both of these operators must be modified.
The coin operator acting at vertex v ∈ V has dimension d × d, where d is the degree of the
vertex, is any unitary. Coin operations which will be particularly relevant to this thesis are the
Grover operator:
Gd =

2−d
d
2
d · · · 2d
2
d
2−d
d · · · 2d
...
...
. . .
...
2
d
2
d · · · 2−dd

(2.11)
and the unitary Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), specified by:
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DFT =
1√
d

ω0×0d ω
0×1
d . . . ω
0×(d−1)
d
ω1×0d ω
1×1
d . . . ω
1×(d−1)
d
...
...
. . .
...
ω(d−1)×0d ω
(d−1)×1
d . . . ω
(d−1)×(d−1)
d
 (2.12)
with ωd = e
−2πi
d . The d = 2 version of the DFT is more commonly known as the Hadamard, H.
After the coin toss, a shift operation is applied. This is simply a permutation between
the relevant coin states at diﬀerent vertices, and is hence a unitary transformation. The shift
operator acts like S|v, c￿ = |w, n￿, so moves amplitude from the cth coin state of v to the nth
coin state of w [42]. The probability of the walker being measured at position v after T steps
is the summation over coin states at v, p(v, t) =
￿
i |v, ci|2. The state of the quantum walk must
describe both the position of the walker, and the configuration of coin states. A general state is
written
ψ(T ) =
￿
v,c
αv,c(T )|v, c￿ (2.13)
where αv,c ∈ C and |v, c￿ denotes a basis state on vertex v with coin state c.
Various attributes of discrete time quantum walks are of potential interest, such as the
limiting distribution, [43; 44], which is the limit as T → inf of the time averaged probability
distribution
PT (v|Ψ(t = 0)) = 1T
T−1￿
t=0
PT (v|Ψ(t = 0)) (2.14)
where
PT (v|Ψ(t = 0)) =
￿
c
|￿c, v|Ψ(t)￿|2. (2.15)
The hitting time, which is characterised as the probability that a walker starting in state |Ψ￿
will be at position |v￿ after T steps with probability greater than p
|￿x|SCT |Ψ￿|2 ≥ p, (2.16)
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has also been extensively studied [26; 45; 46]. In contrast to the walk on the line, diﬀer-
ent choices of coin operation can produce dramatically diﬀerent dynamics. This is discussed
further in Chapter 6 in the context of a new type of coin.
The quantum walks discussed in this thesis all take place on undirected graphs. In general,
it is diﬃcult to ensure that the dynamics of the walk will be unitary if they take place on a
directed graph as the adjacency matrix is not symmetrical so the shift operator is not guaranteed
to be Hermitian. There have been a few approaches to the problem of defining quantum walks
on directed graphs, such as [37; 38] and some necessary and suﬃcient conditions which the
graph must fulfil to allow for unitary dynamics are shown in [47; 48]. The method used in [38]
uses a mapping which turns each edge of an undirected graph into a pair of directed edges,
however for the Grover coin this method was then shown to replicate the dynamics of the
walk over the original undirected graph [49]. There has been little follow up work concerning
walks on directed graphs, though they have been shown to give rise to faster transport than the
classical walk on the line in [50].
2.4.3 Continuous time quantum walks
Continuous time quantum walks were first introduced by Farhi and Gutmann in [8]. It is the
quantum analogue of the classical continuous time random walk. A continuous time quantum
walk evolves over graph G = {E,V} according to the Schro¨dinger equation. This means that,
in contrast with the discrete time case, no dynamical control is required to implement the
continuous time walk. In this thesis the adjacency matrix AG gives rise to the Hamiltonian,
which is taken to beH = γAG where γ is the hopping rate, though there are models where the
Laplacian, whose elements (v,w) are defined by
L(v,w) =

−1 if v ￿ w and v is connected to w
0 if v ￿ w and there is no connection between v and w
dv if v = w
(2.17)
is used instead. In the case of regular graphs, the evolution generated by using the Laplacian
rather than the adjacency matrix for the Hamiltonian is identical, as the diagonal elements of the
Laplacian are all equal and contribute a global phase. I used the adjacency matrix version of the
walk, as the vast majority of results concerning the continuous time walk use this formulation
[30; 51; 52], facilitating comparison of my results with prior work.
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As there is no coin space, the walk evolves entirely in the position basis. The walker evolves
in an N dimensional Hilbert Space with basis states |v￿ where v ∈ V . In units where γ = ￿ = 1,
the state of a continuous time walk at time t is given by
|φ(t)￿ = e−iγAGt|φ(0)￿. (2.18)
The evolution of the amplitude at a specific node v is given by
i
d
dt
￿v|φ(t)￿ =
￿
w
￿v|H|w￿￿w|φ(t)￿. (2.19)
The amplitude at vertex v at time a particular time t, αv(t), is ￿v|φ(t)￿.
Unlike in the discrete time case, where multiple coin states can accommodate multiple
edges between the same two vertices, there can be at most one edge between vertices of G in
the continuous time case. Varying the value of the entry AG(i, j) gives rise to a weighted edge
between vertex i and vertex j, which is equivalent to repeating an edge when the value is made
greater than one. The probability distribution for the walk on the line is quite similar to that
of the discrete time walk, and can be seen in Figure 2.4 d) where the purely quantum version
corresponds to p = 0.
In the seminal paper, continuous time walks were shown to achieve exponentially faster
transport than their classical counterparts over a glued binary tree structure [8]. On the line,
they show the same speedup as the discrete time walk when an appropriate value for γ is
selected, as shown in Figure 2.4 d). It is not always the case that the continuous time quantum
walk propagates faster than the classical continuous time walk. This is shown in [53] for a case
which, for some initial conditions produces faster propagation but for others produces slower
propagation. The walks which are shown analytically to have infinite hitting times in [46] also
give rise to a class of structures over which continuous time quantum walks are slower than
classical walks as hitting times for classical walks are always finite.
2.5 Perfect State Transfer
For the continuous time walk, there is perfect state transfer between vertices v and w at time t
if the following condition is met:
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￿w|e−iAGt|v￿ = 1 (2.20)
where |v￿ and |w￿ are unit vectors at vertices v and w respectively and t > 0. If the perfect state
transfer condition holds for some v,w ∈ V then we say the graph G has perfect state transfer. A
special case of perfect state transfer occurs when v = w, in which case the graph G is periodic.
In the discrete time quantum walk, perfect state transfer occurs between vertices v and w
after T steps if
￿
c,d
￿w, d|(SC)T |v, c￿ = 1. (2.21)
It is clear from this definition that we are not concerned about whether the coin states are in
the same configuration at vertex w as they were at vertex v, which enables perfect state transfer
between vertices of diﬀerent degrees. For the definition of periodicity, the stricter requirement
of returning to the same configuration of coin states is made:
￿
c
￿v, c|(SC)T |v, c￿ = 1. (2.22)
The perfect state transfer conditions may be stricter than necessary for some applications,
in which case one can look for high amplitude transfer instead. A lower bound λ for the
transmitted amplitude must be selected, and then we require that
￿
c,d
￿w, d|(SC)T |v, c￿ ≥ λ, ￿w|e−iγAGt|v￿ ≥ λ (2.23)
in the discrete and continuous time cases respectively.
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 2.4: The eﬀects of decoherence on the discrete time walk over a range of rates a) the position
basis b) the coin basis and c) both the position and coin basis. Each walk was run for fifty steps and
started in an equal superposition of coin states. d) Shows the eﬀect of decoherence on the continuous
time walk run for fifty timesteps with γ = 0.5
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2.6 Decoherence in Quantum Walks
Quantum systems undergo decoherence when they interact with an environment, in which case
their evolution is no longer unitary. One way that an environment can interact with a system
is for it to perform measurements on the system using projection operators. This formalism
is chosen because, when the decoherence rate is set equal to one, the classical random walk is
recovered, justifying the description of the quantumwalk as a quantum analogue of the classical
random walk. A detailed account of how to model uncorrelated environmental interactions in
various types of quantum walks can be found in Kendon [49]. For the discrete time quantum
walks, there are two potential types of decoherence: in the coin basis and in the position basis.
In both cases the density operator notation must be used, so the state of the quantum walker is
written
ρ =
￿
v,c
￿
v￿,c￿
ρv,c,v￿,c￿ |v, c￿￿v￿, c￿| (2.24)
The evolution operator U = SC acts on the density matrix in the required fashion, so Uρ =
SCρ = SCρC†S†. Decoherence in either basis can then be modelled by modifying U:
U :→
￿
j∈Θ
P jSCρC†S†P†j (2.25)
where the projection operators P j can project either in the coin basis, the position basis, or both.
The set of projection operators Θ has cardinality one if the evolution is unitary, as P j must be
the identity in this case. The evolution of the quantum walk, with probability of a decoherence
event occurring during a given timestep p is then given by
ρ(t + 1) = (1 − p)SCρ(t)C†S† + p
￿
j
P jSCρ(t)C†S†P†j . (2.26)
The eﬀects of decoherence depend on which basis the projection operators project onto, as
shown in Figure 2.4. In the case of the position basis, the decoherence rate can be selected so
that after a given number of steps, a perfectly random distribution is obtained, as seen in Figure
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2.4 a). Decoherence in the coin basis creates a central cusp (Figure 2.4 b)), which, as the rate
increases becomes the peak of the expected classical distribution.
In the continuous time case, the purely quantum time evolution in density matrix notation
is given by
dρ(t)
dt
= −i[AG, ρ(t)] (2.27)
and when there is Markovian noise present the density matrix evolves according to
dρ(t)
dt
= −i[AG, ρ(t)] − pρ(t) + p
￿
j
P jρ(t)P†j . (2.28)
This is a specific version of the Lindblad equation, where we have a complete set of projection
operators
￿
j P
dagger
j P j = 1 and P
dagger
j = P j. The eﬀect of decoherence in the continuous time
walk is shown in Figure 2.4 d).
2.7 Simulating quantum walks
Due to the degrees of freedom introduced by the coin space, the discrete time quantum walk is
very diﬃcult to investigate analytically. Some cases on regular lattices have been solved exactly
using path counting and Fourier space techniques. The case of the walk on the line was solved
by Ambainis et al [7], the hypercube was treated by Moore and Russell [54] and then Kempe
[26], and higher dimensional lattices were treated by Gottlieb et al in [55]. General solutions
for walks over arbitrary structures have not yet been attempted. In cases where the initial states
and entries in the coin operator are represented by numbers which can be handled exactly by
the simulation, such as those in the Grover operator with the walker initially localised in a
specific coin state of a given node, they can be exactly simulated. In general, exact simulations
are rare, only being possible for a small number of timesteps or in cases where the evolution
is periodic. Our own simulations coupled with subsequent analytic work for a few exactly
solvable, highly symmetric, cases indicate that the walks can be simulated to a very high degree
of precision for at least 100 timesteps. Much longer walks can be simulated [56] but eventually
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numerical accuracy may become an issue. Their diﬃculty in being treated analytically coupled
with their suitability for numerical investigation is why, thus far, the vast majority of results
concerning the discrete time quantum walk have been obtained numerically [23; 33; 43; 57].
This contrasts with the case of the continuous time walk where numerical methods are less
suitable, as numerical integration is required to simulate the time evolution. These walks are,
however more amenable to analytic techniques [29; 30; 52; 58]. As they obey the Schro¨dinger
equation their evolution can be written in terms of the eigensystems of their Hamiltonian,
which is either the adjacency matrix or Laplacian of their graph structure. In cases where the
eigenvalues and vectors have simple expressions, it is easy to write out the full time evolution
of the walk for a given initial state.
2.7.1 Algorithm to generate quantumwalk from the adjacencymatrix of a graph
The problem solved by the algorithm outlined in this section can be stated thus: Given the ad-
jacency matrix of a graph, generate appropriate time evolution operators to simulate a discrete
time quantum walk over that structure. Mathematically, this corresponds to performing the
appropriate matrix operations. As should be clear from the definition of a quantum walk, two
such operators are required, the coin operator C, and the shift operator S. The coin operator is
simpler to generate, so I describe this first.
Figure 2.5: The cycle of two nodes
2.7.2 Generating the coin operation
The coin operator acts locally on each node of the graph. Due to the structure and ordering
of the direct sum required to apply a coin to each vertex, we know that the operator will be
represented by a block diagonal matrix. Each block acts on a diﬀerent node of the graph,
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and the block’s dimension will be equal to the degree of that node. In order to generate the
operator, the relevant coin acting at each node is generated, and then we must ensure that it
is placed in the appropriate position in the large coin matrix. To do this, the degree of each
node is required, and this can be found easily by taking the sum of the row representing that
node in the adjacency matrix. Then the operations at each node must be specified, and there is
a large amount of freedom here. The simplest case is to have coins of the same type operate
at each node. For example, the Grover or DFT operators of appropriate dimensions can be
specified easily. In some walks discussed below, diﬀerent types of coin are used at diﬀerent
nodes. Exceptions for nodes of a specific degree, or even for specific nodes, can easily be
added. A very simple example of generating the coin operation can be given if we consider a
cycle of two nodes, which in standard notation is referred to as C2 and is depicted in Figure
2.5. Using the two dimensional DFT operator, also known as the Hadamard used at both nodes
gives rise to the following coin operator:
C =
￿
1 0
0 1
￿
⊗ 1√
2
￿
1 1
1 −1
￿
=
1√
2

1 1 0 0
1 −1 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 0 1 −1
 (2.29)
2.7.3 Generating the shift operation
In order to ensure that the consistent labelling scheme required to guarantee unitarity of the
walk is taken into account, care must be taken in generating the shift operator. For each node,
we need not only the degree, but the indices of the other nodes it is joined to. In the program-
ming language Python, which was used for the majority of simulations in this thesis, it is easy
to generate a list of these by looping over the relevant row in the adjacency matrix AG, and this
list can then be used to specify the ordering of the coin states at that node. This list has the
form:
list 1 = ([i, j, k], [l,m]...[v,w])
where the index of each entry specifies which node the nodes i, j, k etc. are attached to. It is
also useful to create another list:
list 2 = [0, 3, 5...]
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Figure 2.6: Relation between nodes (bold capitals), edge labels (bold lower case) and book keeping
quantities for a pair of nodes on an arbitrary graph structure. The dashed line at node j indicates that
there are possibly other edges
specifying the index of the first coin state for each node. So the nth entry of list 1 tells us
which nodes node n is joined to, and the corresponding entry of list 2 tells us which coin state
joins n to the first entry list 1 [n]. The dimension of the shift operator is simply the sum of the
number of coin states at each node. At a given node v, which corresponds to the row/column
numbered v in AG, the correct permutation between coin states is the most diﬃcult part to find.
The algorithm can be described thus, with the full Python code shown in Appendix A:
Initialise list 1: an empty list of length |V |
Initialise list 2: an empty list of length |V |
Set coin state counter to zero
For v < |V |
For x < |v|
If AG[v][x] == 1
Append x to list 1[v]
list 2 [v] = coin state counter
Add |v| to coin state counter
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Shift dimension = coin state counter
Initialise operator, a square array of size shift dimension
For v < |V |
// The first coin state, av, at the node v is list 2 [v]
av = list 2[v]
For x < |v|
// The node av + x joins to, j, is given by list 1[v][x]
j = list 1[v][x]
a j = list 2[ j]
For y < | j|
// Find the coin state of j which joins to node v
When list 1[ j][y] == v
b = y
Shift[av + x][a j + b] = 1
In Figure 2.6 the relations between the values used by this algorithm are shown schemat-
ically. Performing this routine for each node of the graph gives half of the shift operator. For
each nonzero entry (i, j) in the array simply populate the corresponding entry ( j, i) and we have
the required permutation matrix.
This routine can be used to generate an appropriate shift operator for any standard ad-
jacency matrix, that is, any whose entries are only zeroes and ones, including those which
contain self loops. More care must be taken if we wish to generate shift operators for graphs
with multiple connections between edges, but the principles remain the same. Clearly, the size
of the structure which can be simulated depends on the available memory. I have been able to
use the functions created using the above routine to run walks over graphs with more than 7500
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nodes for approximately 100 timesteps in less than five minutes using a standard desktop com-
puter. Currently simulations of quantum walks on regular graphs, which can be simulated in
a much more compact way, cannot have more than 1012 sites. The limits imposed by memory
considerations for the size of quantum walk we can classically simulate are discussed in more
detail and for a variety of situations in [56].
Once the appropriate shift and coin operators have been created, the only things left to be
specified are the number of timesteps the walk should be run for, the initial state of the walker
and the information we would like to gain about the walk.
2.7.4 Visualising walks
Due to the vast amounts of data that it is possible to generate regarding quantumwalks, methods
to make the data more tractable are required. There are various ways to do this, such as only
looking at one specific aspect of the walk, as in Chapters 4 and 5. Visualisation of the graphs
over which the walks take place, and the evolution of amplitude through the graphs, can also
be helpful. I have used two packages to visualise graphs and walks, and briefly describe them
here.
Python’s networkx package is built specifically to facilitate analysis of complex networks.
It has a wide range of functions, such as converting other standard data structures (such as
a numpy array) into its specific graph data structure. Then further analysis of the graph can
be done using built in functions. For example graphs can be tested for isomorphism, which
facilitated analysis of the graphs generated for the study in Chapter 4. It is also possible to
visualise the graphs in a number of ways, as shown for a single graph in Figure 2.8. In cases
where there are many graphs to study and little intuition can be gained about them from their
adjacency matrix representation, visualisation is extremely helpful.
a) b) c)
Figure 2.7: Automated visualisation of a graph structure using networkx and various options for node
distribution: a) standard b) random distribution of nodes c) nodes positioned on a circle
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For visualising entire walks, in which case animation is required, the nodebox package is
useful. This package is exclusively for visualisation, so rather than automatically generating a
picture of the graph structure, the choice of visual representation is left to the author and the
position of the nodes and edges must be specified manually. Basic forms such as lines and
circles are built in, so only the positions and colours of the nodes and edges need specifying.
By relating the colour of a node to the probability of the walker being at that node, it is easy to
see the walk taking place in the position basis.
a) b)
Figure 2.8: Visualisation using nodebox on a graph structure based on a protein pigment complex
called the FMO complex with a) amplitude equally distributed between the leftmost two nodes and b)
amplitude evolving away from these nodes
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Chapter 3
Quantum Computation
3.1 Introduction
The idea of quantum computation dates back to Feynman [59] and the first theoretical quantum
computer was proposed by Deutsch [60]. Interest in quantum computation started to take oﬀ
when specific quantum algorithms were developed and shown to outperform their best known
classical counterparts. Examples of such algorithms are Shor’s algorithm [61], Grover’s algo-
rithm [11] and the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm [62]. Shor’s algorithm finds the prime factors of
a given integer in polynomial time, in contrast to the most eﬃcient known classical algorithm,
which requires sub exponential time. Grover’s algorithm finds a marked state in an unsorted
database inO(
√
N) time, and is asymptotically the most eﬃcient quantum algorithm for solving
this problem, whereas the optimal classical algorithm requires linear time. The Deutsch-Jozsa
algorithm is faster than any deterministic classical counterpart can be. This algorithm deter-
mines whether a function is constant, returning the same value for any input, or balanced, in
which case for half of inputs it returns 0 and for the other half, it returns 1.
Whilst specific algorithms are useful for demonstrating the advantages of quantum comput-
ing over classical computing, shed new insights into the nature of the problems they address,
and motivate research into quantum information as a field, there are also strong motivations for
looking at more general models of quantum computation. In general, we want to find models
which can solve more than one type of problem. Classical digital computers do this easily, and
in order to be of use beyond limited settings quantum computers need similar versatility. The
ultimate goal would be to experimentally implement a Turing universal quantum computer. In
this chapter, I introduce quantum computation first via the most standardly used model, the
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circuit model in Section 3.2. As it is of great relevance to later parts of this thesis, the outline
of the proof that the discrete time quantum walk can simulate a universal gate set is given in
Section 3.3. I then move onto computation in terms of language acceptance, by defining formal
languages and the simplest classical computer, the finite state automaton in Section 3.4. The
notion of probabilistic language acceptance is then defined. Then the definition of the simplest
quantum analogue to a finite state machine is given and the most important theorems regarding
its language acceptance properties are stated. The chapter concludes with a few remarks on the
motivations, both theoretical and practical, for studying quantum language recognisers.
3.2 Quantum circuits
Classical computation is performed by manipulating bits, which take logical values of 0 or
1. The manipulations are performed by circuits composed of logic gates, which implement
Boolean functions. Formally a circuit is a directed, acyclic graph, with the nodes corresponding
to the gates. A directed acyclic graph contains no directed cycles, it can contain cycles. Circuits
are often represented pictorially, with individual bits being represented by wires and operations
performed on those, and perhaps other, bits as rectangles bisecting the wires. Generally the
bits are considered to move right along the wire, so the leftmost gate is the first applied. An
example gate is the NAND gate, which can be used to perform universal computation. This
gate returns a 0 only when both inputs are 1, which is often interpreted as having a false output
only when both inputs are true. There also exist gates, such as the Toﬀoli gate, a three bit gate
sometimes called the ‘controlled-controlled-NOT’ gate, which are both universal (for classical,
not quantum, computation) and logically reversible [63]. This work was motivated by the
proof that any logically irreversible operation generates heat [64], so one way to minimise heat
generation in computers would be to use reversible operations. However, the results showing
that classical computing systems could be logically reversible formed part of the inspiration
to consider quantum mechanical computers. Quantum circuits are conceptually identical to
classical reversible circuits. A simple example of a small arbitrary quantum circuit is shown in
Figure 3.1.
In quantum computation, instead of bits, the fundamental units of information are known as
qubits. Qubits are represented by norm one vectors in a two dimensional Hilbert space. They
can be in any linear combination, otherwise known as superposition, of the values 0 and 1. A
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Figure 3.1: The quantum circuit which applies the unitary operation U to qubit in state |ψ￿
general qubit is written
|ψ￿ = α|0￿ + β|1￿ (3.1)
where α and β ∈ C are such that αα∗ + ββ∗ = 1 and the vectors in Dirac notation, |0￿ and |1￿,
represent the logical states 0 and 1. In this notation the vector dual, or conjugate transpose, of
|ψ￿ is written ￿ψ|. The vector dual is required when calculating the eﬀects of measurements on
quantum states.
In quantum circuits the gates are unitary operators. Operations on individual qubits are
represented by 2 × 2 matrices, for instance the phase shift gate
Rθ =
￿
1 0
0 eiθ
￿
. (3.2)
This gates leaves state |0￿ unaltered whilst adding a phase to the |1￿ state, taking it to eiθ|1￿. This
corresponds to rotating a qubit by θ radians in a horizontal circle in its pictorial representation
known as the Bloch sphere, see Figure 3.2.
In order to perform universal quantum computation, a gate set must include gates which
operate on more than one qubit at a time. In fact, only one two qubit gate is required to form a
universal gate set, the controlled NOT gate:
CNOT =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
 (3.3)
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Figure 3.2: The Bloch sphere representation of the qubit, which can occupy any position on the surface
of the sphere
which flips the logical state of the second qubit when the first qubit is in state |1￿, hence |10￿ is
mapped to |11￿. Together with the Hadamard operator, reproduced from Chapter 2 for clarity
H =
1√
2
￿
1 1
1 −1
￿
(3.4)
the phase shift and CNOT gates form a universal gate set [65]. The universal gate set shown
here is by no means unique [60; 66; 67; 68]. The exclusive-OR gate combined with a set of
single qubit gates is another such set [67]. Any two qubit gate which generates entanglement
between qubits, i.e. if they start in a product state, then they can no longer be written as
such after the gate is applied, has been shown to be universal for quantum computation. This
requirement has been shown to be necessary and suﬃcient for universal quantum computation
[69].
3.3 Simulation of quantum circuits by quantum walks
As part of the focus of this thesis is about the applicability of quantum walks to problems
in quantum computation, I now turn to their relation to the quantum circuit model. We have
already noted in the introduction to Chapter 2 that quantum walks have been used to design
specific algorithms. Both discrete and continuous time quantum walks are universal for quan-
tum computation. This was first shown by Childs in [21] for the continuous time walk. Using
an analysis of scattering theory on graphs, he was able to develop analogues to the wires along
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Figure 3.3: One step of walk simulating wires in a quantum circuit by using the Grover coin
which qubits propagate in the circuit model. Widgets attached to these wires were then shown
to simulate the universal gate set.
The work in Chapter 8 was in part inspired by the fact that the discrete time quantum
walk is a computational primitive. This implies that its applicability to computer science is not
limited to the circuit model, as I show by construction in Chapter 8. As the work in this thesis
is strongly related to the fact that the discrete time walk is universal for quantum computation,
the proof of this is now stated.
Theorem 3.3.0.1. (Lovett et al.) The discrete time quantum walk simulates the wires and
elementary gate set required for universal quantum computation.
Proof. To simulate the wires, four dimensional nodes, as indicated in Figure 3.3, are used.
When the Grover coin is used, this gives the required unidirectional, deterministic evolution,
as can be seen by: 
−1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
−1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
−1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
−1
2


α
α
0
0
 =

0
0
α
α
 . (3.5)
The vector here represents the coin states on a node of the wire. As there are two edges incident
on each node, a and b, and two leaving, transmitting amplitude to edges a and b of the next
node, the eﬀect of the Grover operator is to move amplitude from both ‘entering’ coin states to
both ‘leaving’ coin states. For reasons which will shortly become clear, the Grover operator is
in fact multiplied by e−i π4 . As this adds a global phase it does not aﬀect the evolution. Equation
3.5 holds only when the amplitude in the two populated states is equal in magnitude and phase.
The walk must be initialised to ensure this is the case. If the initial state is β|0￿ + η|1￿ such that
|β|2 + |η|2 = 1 then the amplitude for each qubit will be equally split along edges a and b:
|ψinitial￿ = 1√
2
(β|0￿a + β|0￿b + η|1￿a + η|1￿b) (3.6)
This state could represent, for example, the amplitude at the two leftmost nodes in Figure 3.4
(b). To simplify notation below, the 1√
2
is omitted.
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a)
b)
c)
Figure 3.4: Discrete time quantum walk version of a) the controlled not gate b) the phase gate and c)
the Hadamard gate
Now graphs and coins which simulate a universal gate set are required. The CNOT gate is
trivial to implement, as the wires representing states |10￿ and |11￿ are simply swapped, as in
Figure 3.4 a). To implement the phase gate, the construction used in Figure 3.4 b) is used. As
the Grover operator applied at the two dimensional nodes does not add a phase, the qubit in
state |1￿ picks up a phase of ei π4 relative to the qubit in state |0￿.
This leaves the Hadamard gate, which is the most complex to implement using the discrete
time quantum walk. The graph structure, shown in Figure 3.4 c) is comprised of four phase
gates along the wire for the qubit in state |ψ￿, and a specially developed operation which com-
bines the inputs from both basis states and outputs them along the wires accordingly. This
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operation is specified by
G(8) =
1
2

0 0 0 0 1 i i −1
0 0 0 0 i 1 −1 i
0 0 0 0 i −1 1 i
0 0 0 0 −1 i i 1
i −1 1 i 0 0 0 0
−1 i i 1 0 0 0 0
1 i i −1 0 0 0 0
i 1 −1 i 0 0 0 0

. (3.7)
When the |1￿ states reach the node where G(8) is applied, they are in states corresponding to
e−i π2 η|1￿. So after the application of G(8) we have:
G(8)

β
β
e−i π2 η
e−i π2 η
0
0
0
0

=
1
2

0
0
0
0
(i − 1)β + (i + 1)e−i π2 η
(i − 1)β + (i + 1)e−i π2 η
(i + 1)β + (i − 1)e−i π2 η
(i + 1)β + (i − 1)e−i π2 η

(3.8)
HenceG(8) has the required basis changing properties, and after the further two phase gates are
applied the required relative phase of −1 is obtained.
Each of the gates begins and ends with one of the degree four nodes used to construct the
wires. This means they can be easily composed and hence circuits of arbitrary size can be
simulated. ￿
The graph structures are larger than their equivalent constructions in the circuit model, as
there is one wire for each qubit, the quantum walk model requires 2n wires to simulate an
n-qubit computation. However, on a quantum computer, these 2n wires can be simulated by
n qubits, as a graph with N nodes can be represented by log2N qubits. If multiple walkers
are used, like in the more recent construction by Childs [22] for the continuous time walk, an
exponential number of wires is not required.
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3.4 Formal languages
A formal language is a set of words from some alphabet Σ. These languages are generated by
sets of formation rules, otherwise known as grammars. Formal grammars dictate how strings
in a given language can be formed from the language’s alphabet. There is a hierarchy of formal
grammars, known as the Chomsky hierarchy. At the bottom of the hierarchy lie the regular
languages, which are accepted by finite state automata (FSAs). As this thesis discusses the
quantum analogues of FSAs, I now introduce these in some detail.
3.4.1 Finite state automata
Finite-state automata (FSAs) are one of the simplest widely researched models for compu-
tation, and serve as the basis for other models of computation. Such automata consist of a
machine head which has some computational state, which is controlled by transition functions,
and an input tape. The machine head reads input symbols from the tape, and these control the
state transition made by the machine head.
Formally an FSA is a 5-tuple:
(Q,Σ, δ, q0, F)
with Q being a finite set of states, Σ being the finite input alphabet, δ:Q × Σ → Q being the
transition function, q0 being the initial state of the automaton and F ⊂ Q being the set of
accepting states of the automaton. For convenience one often specifies an end-marker symbol,
$ ￿ Σ , thus the tape alphabet is Γ = Σ∪ $. Each symbol on the tape occupies one tape square.
If the machine is in an ‘accepting’ state after reading the end-marker symbol, the FSA is
said to have made an accepting computation. The language accepted, or recognized, by an
FSA M is the set of words L(M), or input strings, such that M is in an accepting state having
read the symbol $. It should be noted that when one talks about the language accepted by an
FSA, one refers to a unique set. However, if a language is accepted by an FSA, that language
will also be accepted by other FSAs, so there is no unique FSA accepting a given language.
The FSA with the smallest number of states accepting L is called the minimal FSA accepting
L.
From the definition of δ for individual symbols one can specify a function δˆ the action of
an FSA on an entire string of symbols w, which can include the empty symbol ￿:
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• δˆ(q, ￿) = q
• δˆ(q,wa) = δ(δˆ(q,w), a) for all strings w and input alphabet symbols a.
δˆ agrees with δ for individual symbols, as can be seen by computing δˆ(q, a) = δ(δˆ(q, ￿), a) =
δ(q, a).
FSAs accept the simplest type of formal languages, regular languages, which can be ac-
cepted by simply examining each symbol in a string from the language in order. These are
at the bottom of a hierarchy of formal languages known as the Chomsky hierarchy. Regular
languages from alphabet Σ are denoted by regular expressions and consist of:
• ∅: the empty set
• ￿: the empty symbol
• a ∈ Σ: singleton symbol
From regular expressions a and b further regular expressions are formed inductively. If a and
b denote regular expressions, their concatenation a + b, their union a ∪ b and their Kleene
closure {a, b}∗ are regular expressions. The Kleene closure of an alphabet is the set of every
string which can be formed from symbols in the alphabet, including the empty string. For
example, the regular expression {ab}∗ denotes the language Lab = {(ab)m|m ∈ N}. The Kleene
closure means that any word from an alphabet can be accepted by an FSA, but, as we will see,
if we wish to only accept words with a certain structure, diﬀerent models of computation are
required.
As regular expressions are closed under concatenation and set union, all languages con-
taining a finite number of symbols are regular. The proof of equivalence between regular ex-
pressions and FSAs can be found in any standard introductory textbook to theoretical computer
science [70; 71]. There are many variations of FSAs, for example δ can be nondeterministic,
or the tape head can be allowed to move both ways along the tape. Whilst these variations can
provide gains in computational eﬃciency, they have been proven not to allow us to solve any
problems which cannot be solved by a standard FSA.
The limitations of this model of computation become clear when one considers, for exam-
ple, the language Leq = {ambm|m ∈ N}, which cannot be accepted by an FSA. The reason that
this language cannot be accepted by an FSA is, heuristically, because some form of memory
is required in order to determine whether the number of a’s is equal to the number of b’s. In
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fact, the simplest form of memory possible can be used to perform this task. This form of
memory is known as a ‘stack’ and operates on a ‘first in- last out’ basis and is included in the
definition of a pushdown automaton. The languages accepted by these automata form the stage
in the Chomsky hierarchy directly above the regular languages and are called context-free lan-
guages. Above these are languages called context-sensitive languages. In terms of language
acceptance, a universal computer is one which can accept any recursively enumerable lan-
guage. Such languages are defined to be subsets S of alphabet Σ for which there is some partial
recursive function f which is only defined for inputs in S . Only a universal Turing machine
can perform this task. In terms of computational power, these computers are equivalent to the
circuit model.
3.4.2 Probabilistic acceptance
As the outcome of a quantum computation is probabilistic, in order to discuss such compu-
tations the notion of language acceptance must be extended to capture this. In this case, we
simply carry over the definitions used when discussing classical probabilistic automata. These
automata are best understood by considering computation as matrix multiplication. If one rep-
resents the state of an FSA as a vector, it will be all zeros apart from a single entry equal to one,
in the basis state corresponding to the computational state that the FSA is currently in. The
transition function then induces a zero-one matrix for every symbol in the input alphabet. If,
in state qx whilst reading symbol σ, the transition function maps the state to qy, then the value
in the induced transition matrix at the position (qx, qy) will be one. A probabilistic automaton
is obtained simply by allowing stochastic transition matrices. This increases the computational
power of the automaton, and the languages accepted are called stochastic languages. Clearly
for a properly specified δ all the transition matrices for an FSA are stochastic, so probabilis-
tic automata accept all regular languages. Probabilistic automata accept more languages than
FSAs, so the regular languages are a proper subset of the stochastic languages.
In the probabilistic case language acceptance can be considered in terms of bounded or un-
bounded error. Formally a language L recognised with cut-point λ ∈ [0, 1) by the probabilistic
automaton M is L = {w |w ∈ Σ∗, fM(w) > λ} where fM(w) is the probability that word w is
accepted by M. M is said to accept L with bounded error if there is some ￿ > 0 such that for
all w ∈ L, M accepts w with probability greater than λ + ￿ and accepts all words w ￿ L with
probability less then λ − ￿. ￿ is the error margin. If there is no such ￿ then M accepts with
unbounded error. Clearly, the choice of cut point is important, with lower cut points allowing
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more languages to be accepted, but with greater probability of error in determining whether or
not the input has indeed been accepted.
3.5 A simple model of quantum computation
Though there are many models of quantum computation [65], in this section I concentrate on
the most relevant to the forthcoming chapters of this thesis. In Chapter 7 a specific variation
of quantum finite automata (QFAs) is discussed, so the most basic incarnation of the QFA is
introduced here.
3.5.1 Quantum finite automata
In [72] a ‘Measure-Once’-QFA, or MO-QFA, M is defined by a 5-tuple:
M = (Q,Σ, δ, q0, F)
where Q is a finite set of n states, Σ is the input alphabet, q0 is the initial state of the MO-QFA,
F ⊂ Q is the set of accepting states and δ is discussed below. As in the case of the FSA, for
convenience an end-marker symbol is used at either end of the word, let this be $. The input
alphabet and the end marker symbol form the tape alphabet Γ. This definition is equivalent to
that given by Moore and Crutchfield in [73]. When q0 is being considered as a vector in the
Hilbert space where Q is the basis, rather than just a computational state, it is represented |q0￿
and called the initial state vector.
The value of the transition function
δ : Q × Γ × Q → C
for a 3-tuple (q, a, q￿) with a ∈ Γ and q, q￿ ∈ Q is the amplitude of the transition from con-
figuration (q, a) to state q￿. The probability of a given transition taking place is calculated by
squaring the absolute value of the amplitude of that transition.
For each state the amplitude of the transition function for a given a ∈ Γ can be considered
as a matrix entry for the transition matrix, the matrix representing the transition operator Ua.
This operator must be unitary for it to be considered a valid transition operator for an MO-QFA.
For each letter a, δ induces a unitary operator, Ua, defined by:
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Ua|q￿ =
￿
qi,q j∈Q
δ(qi, a, q j)|q j￿ (3.9)
where qi is the state from which the transition will be made and q j is the state that the transition
might be made to. The induced transition matrix contrasts with the classical version, where the
entries to the transition matrix are always 0 or 1.
The probability of acceptance, fM, of an MO-QFA, M, accepting a given input word, w, is
given by:
fM(w) = |PaccUwq0|2 = |Pacc|ψ|w|￿|2 = ￿ψ|w||Pacc|ψ|w|￿ (3.10)
Where Uw = Uw|w|Uw|w|−1 . . .Uw1 , represents the successive operations on the initial state vector
|q0￿ by the transition operators for each symbol of w. The vector |ψl￿, where l is an index
of a symbol in the word w, represents the state of M once the operator Uwl , the operator on a
substring ofw has been applied to the initial state vector. So |ψl￿ = Uwl |q0￿ is the state ofM after
M has read the string w1 . . .wl. M has read the entire word once it is in state |ψ|w|￿ = Uw|q0￿.
Once the end-marker symbol $ is read, the state of M must be measured. This measure-
ment is specified by a projection operator, Pacc. For an accepting computation to be made a
projection operator of the form Pacc =
￿
f∈F Pf =
￿
f∈F | f ￿￿ f | must project the state onto the
accepting subspace F. Otherwise M has made a rejecting computation, or rejected the input.
Until the projection operator is applied the state of M can be in a non-trivial superposition￿n
i=0 ci|qi￿ where the |qi￿’s are states in Q and
￿n
i=0 ci = 1. The computation path of M for a
word w is the sequence of state vectors {|ψi￿}i∈N such that Uwi |ψi￿ = |ψi+1￿. Each computation
starts with just one computation path, as it does not start in a superposition, but operations
such as the Quantum Fourier Transform (QFT) cause the path to split. Hence each path is
the sequence of states entered by one part of the superposition of the QFA. In the absence
of interference between paths, each path will then evolve independently. The computation of
M on word w is the computation path taken by M on a specific instance of the input w. For
MO-QFAs the computation paths for a given word will diﬀer only by the final vector in the
sequence {|ψi￿}i∈N. This is because the projection of the state vector is the only operation with
a nondeterministic outcome performed by any MO-QFA.
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The power of MO-QFAs depends on whether the machine must accept with bounded or un-
bounded error. In line with the definitions in [72] let UMO be the class of languages which can
be accepted by MO-QFAs with unbounded error and RMO be the class of languages accepted
with bounded error. In the acronyms, MO refers to the fact we are considered MO-QFAs, the
R refers to a restricted class of languages, where the restriction is that the language must be
accepted with bounded error. Hence the U refers to the fact that this class of languages is not so
restricted, and stands for ‘unrestricted’ in this context. As I will drawing comparisons between
the language acceptance properties of another type of QFA, one with ‘write only memory’ in
Chapter 7 below, I now reproduce the proofs concerning which languages are accepted with
bounded, and unbounded, error by MO-QFAs.
Languages accepted with bounded error by MO-QFAs
The following theorem shows precisely which languages are in the class RMO, but first requires
the definition of a Group Finite Automaton (GFA):
Definition 1. A GFA is an FSA such that for each state q ∈ Q and every input symbol a ∈ Σ
there is exactly one state q￿ ∈ Q such that δ(q￿, a) = q, so δ must be a bijective function.
In order to prove theorem 3.5.1 below, two lemmas are needed, the first concerns the bound
on the error accumulated by repeatedly applying a unitary matrix; the second concerns the
variation in distance between the probability distributions arising from measurement of two
complex vectors |φ￿ and |ψ￿ with norm 1. These lemmas prove general facts about quantum
computations, so apply to all quantum systems fulfilling the requisite criteria rather than just
those considered in the case of MO-QFAs.
Lemma 3.5.1.1. (Brodsky and Pippenger 2008) For any unitary matrix U and ￿ > 0 there is
some integer n > 0 such that for all vectors v with |v|2 ≤ 1, | (I − Un)v |2 < ￿.
Proof. As all unitary matrices are normal matrices, Un can be written:
Un = PDnP−1
where P is a unitary matrix and D is a diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of U such that the jth
eigenvalue has the form eiπr j . If the eigenvalues represent rotations through rational fractions
of π, so r j is rational, then letting n = 2
￿m
j=1 q j, where m = dim(U) and q j is the denominator
of r j, gives Dn = I as required.
If there are 1 ≤ l ≤ m eigenvalues of D corresponding to a rotation through an irrational
fraction of π, one can compute n as above for the other m − l eigenvalues to give D￿ = DN .
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The jth element on the diagonal of D￿ will be either 1 or eiπr j with r j being some irrational
number. Taking a kth power of D￿ for some k ∈ Z+ does not change the entries of D￿ that are
equal to 1, but the other l eigenvalues form a vector which varies through a dense subset of an
l-dimensional torus. There will be some k that takes this vector arbitrarily close to ￿1. So for
any ￿￿ > 0 there is some k such that |(I − D￿k)￿1|2 < ￿￿. So:
|(I − Ukn)v|2 = |(I − PDknP−1)v|2
= |P(I − D￿k)P−1x|2 ≤ |(I − D￿k)m￿1|2
= m2|(I − D￿k)￿1|2 ≤ m2￿￿
Selecting ￿￿ such that ￿￿ < ￿m2 completes the proof.
￿
The second lemma concerns the relation between the variation distance between the prob-
ability distributions resulting from the repeated measurement of two vectors and the diﬀerence
between their Euclidean distance. The total variation distance between two probability distri-
butions tells us, informally, the maximum diﬀerence between the probabilities assigned by the
distributions to the same event.
Lemma 3.5.1.2. (Bernstein and Vazirani 1997) If | φ￿ and |ψ￿ are two complex vectors such
that | | φ￿|2 = | |ψ￿|2 = 1 and | | φ￿ − |ψ￿|2 < ￿ then the total variation distance between the
probability distributions arising from measuring | φ￿ and |ψ￿ is at most 4￿.
Proof. Let | φ￿ = ￿ni=0 ai| qi￿ and |ψ￿ = ￿ni=0 bi| qi￿ where n is the number of basis vectors in
the Hilbert space. The probability of observing each of the |qi￿’s when measuring | φ￿ is |ai|2
and when measuring |ψ￿ is |bi|2. Let θ = |ψ￿ − | φ￿ = ￿ni=0 (ai − bi)| qi￿ = ￿ni=0 γi| qi￿, in which
case |bi|2 can be rewritten:
bib∗i = (ai + γi)(ai + γi)
∗ = |ai|2 + |γi|2 + aiγ∗i + a∗i γi
which means that the total variation distance between the probability distributions arising from
measurement of φ and ψ is bounded by
n￿
i=0
|γi|2 + |aiγ∗i | + |a∗i γi| ≤ |γi|2 + ￿a|γ￿ + ￿γ | a￿ ≤ ￿2 + 2￿
as the superpositions have unit length, ￿ ≤ 2. ￿
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Now we have covered the requisite material to prove the main theorem about language
acceptance for MO-QFAs.
Theorem 3.5.1.1. A language is accepted by an MO-QFA with bounded error if and only if it
is accepted by a GFA.
Proof. The ‘if’ direction of the theorem is trivial because the transition functions for GFAs can
also be validly treated as transition functions for MO-QFAs.
The ‘only if’ direction is shown by contradiction, so assume that a language L is accepted
with bounded error with margin ￿ by some MO-QFA, M = (Q,Σ, δ, q0, F) but that L is not
accepted by any GFA. L must be regular, as each MO-QFA can be simulated by another form
of QFA called a ‘Measure-Many QFA’ and these only accept a proper subset of the regular
languages (see Propositions 6 and 7 of [74]). Suppose strings x and y take M to the same
configuration, then the probabilities of M accepting xz and M accepting yz are equal. So by the
fact that regular languages are closed under concatenation xz ∈ L if and only if yz ∈ L. This
means that, by the Myhill-Nerode theorem, the space of reachable configurations during M’s
computation can be partitioned into a finite number of equivalence classes. The Myhill-Nerode
theorem states that a language L is regular if and only if there exists a relation on L which
divides the set of strings into a finite number of equivalence classes. This relation is called a
right invariant equivalence relation.
Suppose |φ￿ and |ψ￿ are reachable configurations of M and ∼L is the right invariant equiva-
lence relation induced by L. By assumption, L cannot be accepted by a GFA, which means that
there must be distinct equivalence classes [y] and [y￿] with distinguishing string z, an equiva-
lence class [x] and a symbol a ∈ Σ such that [ya] ∼L [y￿a] ∼L [x]. If the transition operator for
a is Ua, |φ￿ ∈ [y] and |ψ￿ ∈ [y￿] then Ua|ψ￿ ∈ [x] and Ua|φ￿ ∈ [x].
By lemma 3.5.1.1 there is an integer k > 0 such that |(I−Uka)|φ￿|2 < ￿4 and |(I−Uka)|ψ￿|2 < ￿4 .
Therefore Uka |φ￿ ∈ [y] because if
|(I − Uka)|φ￿|2 = | |φ￿ − Ukn|φ￿|2 = |V(|φ￿ − Ukn)|φ￿|2 < ￿4
with V being an arbitrary unitary matrix. By lemma 3.5.1.2 above, the probability of VUka |φ￿
being measured in a given state is within ￿, i.e. the error margin, of V |φ￿ being observed in the
same state. The same goes for Uka |φ￿ ∈ [y￿]. Hence [y] ∼L [yak] and [y￿] ∼L [y￿ak].
By assuming that [ya] ∼L [y￿a] ∼L [x] it has been shown that [y] ∼L [yak] and [y￿] ∼L
[y￿ak], so [y] ∼L [xak−1] ∼L [y￿]. This means that ak−1z should partition [x] into two distinct
equivalence classes, contradicting the fact that [x] is a single equivalence class. Hence the
assumption that L is accepted by an MO-QFA but not a GFA cannot be correct. ￿
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Languages accepted with unbounded error by MO-QFAs
This is the final part of the section on MO-QFAs and in it the proof that a language not accepted
by a GFA is accepted with unbounded error by an MO-QFA is given. This means that the class
RMO is a proper subclass of UMO.
Theorem 3.5.1.2. (Brodsky and Pippenger 2000) The language L = {w ∈ {a, b}∗| |w|a ￿ |w|b}
is accepted with cut-point 0 by a 2-state MO-QFA M. The notation |w|i indicates the number
of symbols i which occur in word w.
Proof. Let M = (Q,Σ, δ, q0, F) with Q = {q0, q1}, Σ = {a, b} F = {q1} and δ defined by the
following matrices:
Ua = U−1b =
 cosα sinα−sinα cosα

where α is some irrational fraction of π. Ua causes a rotation of the state vector of M, and since
α is an irrational fraction of π there is only one k such that Uka |q0￿ = |q0￿, which is k = 0. This
is also the case for Ub, so Uw|q0￿ = |q0￿ where w is the input to M if and only if the number of
rotations induced by M reading a is equal to the number of rotations induced by M reading b.
This will only be the case if |x|a = |x|b. If |x|a ￿ |x|b then there is a nonzero probability that M
will be in state q1 once it finishes reading w. ￿
In [72] a sketch proof is given that all languages accepted with unbounded error by an MO-
QFA are accepted with unbounded error by some PFA; and that all languages accepted with
bounded error by an MO-QFA can also be accepted with bounded error by a PFA. Hence, MO-
QFAs are exactly as powerful as classical PFAs. To conclude this section I state the theorem
without proof.
Theorem 3.5.1.3. (Brodsky and Pippenger 2000) If M is an MO-QFA accepting language L
with cut-point λ then:
• There is a PFA which accepts L with cut-point λ￿
• If M accepts L with bounded error then there exists a PFA which accepts L with bounded
error.
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3.6 Language acceptance models in the context of quantum com-
putation
From a theoretical perspective, there remain many open problems relating to language accep-
tance models in quantum computation. This should become clear in later chapters, as we see
that unlike in the classical case, modifying a QFA leads to dramatic diﬀerences in language
acceptance properties. This means that there is, thus far, no clear cut quantum analogue of the
Chomsky hierarchy of langauges. The reasons as to why this is the case are still unclear, and
a better understanding of why this is the case, or development of a similar quantum hierarchy,
may provide new insights into both formal language theory and quantum computation. The
circuit model and its relation to the quantum Turing machine [75; 76] is well understood, and
hence does not raise such questions for the theoretical computer scientist.
This may not motivate the more practically minded to take an interest in quantum language
recognisers. However quantum circuits have, despite much eﬀort, not yet been realised exper-
imentally beyond a few qubits. The best quantum computation devices currently in existence
are based on liquid state NMR [77]. Other models of computation better model these devices,
in particular the Latvian Quantum Finite Automaton (LQFA) [78], which has been specially
designed for that purpose. Hence the development of more computationally powerful QFAs
and classification of the types of problems they can solve may help us to build more powerful
quantum computers. Whilst a general purpose quantum computer is the eventual goal, univer-
sality is not required in order for quantum computers to be useful, as should be clear from the
speedups they provide for common algorithms.
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Chapter 4
Quantum walks over small cycles
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter I outline results from investigations into one particular aspect of the transport
properties of quantum walks: perfect state transfer. The problem of quantum state transfer
was first posed by Bose [29] who considered using spin chains to transmit quantum states in
quantum computers. Since then, quantum, and in particular perfect state transfer has been
shown to be of interest for other reasons. It is a necessary ingredient in the quantum walk
implementation of the universal quantum gate set, developed initially by Childs [21] for the
continuous time walk, then by Lovett et al [23] for the discrete time walk. Quantum walks
with good transport properties when undergoing decoherence may provide a model for exciton
transport in photosynthetic complexes, as suggested by Mohseni et al [34], and in dendrimers,
as suggested by Mu¨lken et al [79; 80]. For modelling charge and energy transfer, the important
factor is total transmitted amplitude, the phase does not also have to be transmitted.
Most eﬀorts to classify when perfect state transfer can occur have used the continuous time
quantum walk model, as the addition of the coin states to the discrete time model makes for
more diﬃcult analytical solutions [30; 58; 81; 82]. The purpose of the work presented here is
to investigate how strongly the presence of perfect state transfer depends on the precise graph
structure that the walk takes place over, and look for particular structural modifications of
graphs which do not aﬀect their perfect state transfer properties. Both discrete and continuous
time walks were investigated but with far more attention paid to the less well examined discrete
time case. The first structures examined were based on cycles with n = 4, 6 and 8 and diamond
chains, as these are known to exhibit perfect state transfer [30; 83]. As the variations tested did
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not give rise to much intuition about which types of graphs have perfect state transfer, a more
systematic study was then initiated.
Whether we are looking for perfect state transfer or high amplitude transfer, the basis of the
problem is the same: find graphs with pairs of points between which the desired transport takes
place. The graphs considered here are all unweighted. Unweighted graphs are abstractions of
unmodulated spin systems, with the edges representing coupling between spins [29; 51; 84].
Periodicity is closely related to perfect state transfer. A graph that has perfect state transfer
will also be periodic for any continuous time walk [81] , as well as for discrete time walks over
symmetric graphs.
The chapter proceeds as follows: Firstly previous results concerning perfect state transfer
in both the discrete and continuous time case are outlined in Section 4.2; then results from
the preliminary investigations into variants of diamond chains and cycles are given. The bulk
of the results section concerns which structural modifications to C4, C6 and C8 admit perfect
state transfer and under what conditions. The chapter concludes with some brief discussion
and outline of potential avenues for future research.
4.2 Prior Results
Some specific graphs arising in this and the following chapter are K2; Pn, the path with n nodes
and Cn, the cycle with n nodes. Therefore to put the results presented in context, previous
results concerning these graphs are discussed. It is clear that as there are no edges joining
the vertices of Kn, quantum walks on this structure do not evolve in the position basis. The
complete graph Kn has been shown not to exhibit perfect state transfer in the continuous time
case, but this can be achieved by the removal of an edge [85].
4.2.1 Discrete Time Quantum Walk
The quantum walk on the path Pn with n = ∞, or n > 2T if the amplitude is initially situated
at the middle vertex, is simply the quantum walk on the line [7]. The dynamics of the walk
on the line are well known. The eﬀect of varying the initial coin state, and coin operator, is
investigated analytically by Bach et al in [86] and discussed by Tregenna et al in [43]. It is
found that for a given coin, the whole range of dynamics available to the quantum walk on the
line can be observed by varying the initial state. The evolution on the infinite line is solved
exactly by Ambainis et al [7]. The most notable fact about the walk on the line is that the
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standard deviation of the position of the walker varies proportionally to T , as opposed to with
√
T in the classical case.
Discrete time quantum walks along finite paths Pn do not in general admit perfect state
transfer for non trivial coin operators, i.e., those not equal to the Pauli X operator, which is
also the 2 dimensional Grover operator. Inspired by the results from [51] indicated in Section
4.2.2 below, for the continuous time case, self loops were added to the ends of paths to see
if this improved transport. Though adding self loops to the ends of P4 created a walk with
perfect state transfer, and hence due to symmetry, periodicity, adding self loops in general did
not improve transport across the paths.
As very few cycles admit perfect state transfer for either the continuous, [52; 58], or discrete
time walk, [83], the dynamics of quantum walks on Cn are more often analysed in terms of
mixing times [44; 87; 88; 89; 90; 91]. Mixing times are the time which the walker takes to get
arbitrarily close to its time averaged distribution, and are not of interest in the context of this
chapter.
Periodicity in cycles was first noted for C4 [83]. In cycles with even n ≤ 10 and a suitable
coin, periodicity is observed and perfect state transfer occurs halfway through the period. Vary-
ing n can have a dramatic eﬀect on the dynamics of the walk, doubling it to go from n = 8 to
n = 16 turns periodic evolution into highly irregular evolution. The quantum walk on the cycle
has been solved analytically [44] by taking the Fourier transform of the walker. The following
condition must be met in order for the walk on Cn to have period Ω:
cos
￿π j
Ω
￿
=
√
ρ cos
￿
2πk
n
− πm
Ω
￿
∀k (4.1)
where ρ is the bias of the coin operator (see Equation 2.9 of Chapter 2), and m is an integer
specifying the relative phases in the coin operator via the identity mπ/Ω− π/2 = δ = (θ+φ)/2.
The Fourier variable is j and can be diﬀerent for each k, and its parity must be the same as that
of m. Solving this for all k is clearly diﬃcult, though solutions for n ≤ 10 have been obtained
and are summarised in [30]. Whilst Fourier techniques are excellent for analysing walks on
graphs with some periodicity, they are not so suitable for analysing more irregular graphs, such
as the ones examined in Section 4.3 below.
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4.2.2 Continuous Time Quantum Walk
The investigation of perfect state transfer along paths was initiated by Bose [29] where a string
of coupled qubits was considered. Later results, by Christandl et al [51], show that there is no
perfect state transfer between antipodal points on paths of length ≥ 4 with unweighted edges.
Cycles are a type of graph known as an integral circulant. Integral circulants were first
examined by So in [82], and results concerning their perfect state transfer properties were
developed by Saxena [52] and built upon by Basˇic´ [58]. Integral circulants with odd numbers
of nodes cannot have perfect state transfer [52]. The only n-even cycle with perfect state
transfer is C4, in contrast to the discrete time case where it is exhibited up to C10.
Kendon and Tamon [30] review many results, both analytic and numeric, concerning per-
fect state transfer in the continuous time walk, as well as some for the discrete time case. Kay
[32] reviews the necessary and suﬃcient conditions for systems with nearest neighbour inter-
actions to exhibit perfect state transfer and how these can be used to design systems which
implement other protocols.
4.3 Discrete time quantum walks over small structures
Numerical simulations of discrete time quantum walks over a variety of structures based on
graphs known to exhibit perfect state transfer under some circumstances were performed, in
order to see if related structures displayed similar properties. All of the walks were tested using
3 types of coin operator:
• O1 = DFT at every node
• O2 = Grover at every node
• O3 = H at nodes of degree two and Grover at other nodes
O2 and O3 will be identical in graphs with no vertices of degree two. To assess the sensitivity
of perfect state transfer to the initial state, walks using 1500 initial states with diﬀerent config-
urations of coin states at a particular node, uniformly distributed according to the Haar measure
[92], were run for 100 steps. This number of steps is suﬃcient to determine whether behaviour
such as periodicity is exhibited for cycles with less than ten nodes, as the largest period for
such cycles is 60 steps in the case of C5.
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 4.1: The basic diamond chain, (a), and the variants investigated. Vertices with self loops have
degree 3. I look for perfect state transfer between the nodes represented by white circles.
4.3.1 Diamond Chains
Chains of n diamonds where all amplitude is initially equally distributed between the coin states
at an end vertex are known to exhibit perfect state transfer after 2n steps when the Grover coin
operator is used [30]. This is because, as shown in Chapter 3, on structures of even degree,
if the amplitude is in initially equally distributed between half of the coin states, then it will
be transferred into the remaining coin states. This observation enables many other structures
exhibiting perfect state transfer to be specified. For example, the graph formed by combining
chains of diamonds to create a rectangular structure will exhibit perfect state transfer if all
amplitude is initially equally distributed between half of the coin states at the edge of the
structure. Three variants of the diamond chain, shown in Figure 4.1, were investigated.
The perfect state transfer in the diamond chain was found to be highly dependent on both
the structure and the choice of coin operator. For operators O1 and O3, no perfect state transfer
occurs for any initial condition tested. The only variant of the chain tested found to have
high amplitude transfer, with cutoﬀ 0.9, was that depicted in Figure 4.1 (b), with self loops at
either end of the chain. This transfer occurred for only 35 out of the 1500 initial states tested,
so even the addition of a single edge to the end nodes along the chain destroys the perfect
state transfer. This is because the additional coin state at the initial node makes achieving the
required equal superposition between the other two coin states for the Grover coin to have the
desired eﬀect impossible. If an additional self loop is added, then the initial node has even
degree so perfect state transfer would be recovered. The other variants of the diamond chain
did not exhibit perfect state transfer or periodicity for any selection of operator tested, and the
maximum probability observed at the end of the chain decreased roughly as n increased.
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4.3.2 Variants of Cycles
Very few simple structures are known to exhibit perfect state transfer in the discrete time walk
[30] so more complex structures were investigated. As noted in Section 4.2.1, even cycles
with n ≤ 10 have periodicity. In particular, cycles C4 and C8 are periodic when the Hadamard
operator is used for the coin, and perfect state transfer occurs half way through the period. The
cycle C6 is periodic when a biased coin operator is used [43], though this specific operator is
not used for the present discussion. As the present study is to investigate perfect state transfer
rather than periodicity, and the walk on C6 does not have this at any point in its period, this
result does not motivate using the biased operator for the investigations I am discussing.
In order to test the sensitivity of the perfect state transfer to the underlying graph structure
we first investigated how a small set of specific modifications (see Figure 4.2) aﬀects the perfect
state transfer. The modifications tested all resulted in the initial and target nodes of the original
cycle being joined, either directly or via intermediate nodes. The intuition behind this selection
is that creating new paths between these nodes gives rise to more ways for perfect state transfer
to occur. The modifications ensured that the cycles remained symmetric, as some types of
symmetry have been proven to be an important factor in determining which walks have perfect
state transfer [45; 46]. In fact, most of these modifications destroy the perfect state transfer, the
results of the simulations are summarised in Table 4.1 below. Operator O2 resulted in the most
walks with high amplitude transfer, this is due to the fact that it simply performs a swap at nodes
of degree 2 and the graphs are symmetrical. Typically the high amplitude transfer observed is
very sensitive to initial conditions, for all variants but (a) with high amplitude transfer fewer
than 3% of initial states tested exhibited this property. The variants of cycles found to have
perfect state transfer, namely (a) and (k), between antipodal nodes are members of the three
families of graphs discussed in Chapter 5 below.
Following this preliminary investigation I systematically simulated walks over structures
based on C4,C6 and C8. I modified the structures by adding up to four new nodes. This
modification worked in the following way: First, a single node was added, in turn, to each
existing node of the cycle. Technically this creates the same graph each time, adding a node
joined to the cycle by a single edge, but as I always started with amplitude at the same node,
the dynamics of the walk will be diﬀerent depending on the node of the cycle that the new
node has been added to. I then generated further edges between that new node, and the nodes
of the existing cycle. After generating structures including each new node added to the cycle
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a) b) c) d) e)
f) g) h) i) j) k)
Figure 4.2: Variants of 4 cycles: a), b), c), d), k), 6 cycles: (h), (i) and 8 cycles: e), f), g), j) investigated.
Open circles indicate the starting and end nodes, and due to the symmetries of the graphs these are
interchangeable.
Graph Coin (1) max Coin (2) max Coin (3) max
(a) 0.99 0.96 0.96
(b) 0.97 0.96 0.96
(c) 0.97 0.96 0.96
(d) 0.83 1.00 0.90
(e) 0.42 1.00 0.70
(f) 0.62 0.95 0.48
(g) 0.51 0.98 0.60
(h) 0.44 0.75 0.75
(i) 0.44 0.77 0.77
(j) 0.20 0.40 0.40
(k) 0.74 0.73 1.00
Table 4.1: Highest amplitude achieved for each operator and structure initially tested
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a) b) c)
Figure 4.3: Generation of the variants of cycles, shown in the case of C4: a) attach individual node to
an existing node b) attach new node to every existing node c) combine each of these graphs, and add
links between new nodes. Dotted lines indicate other connections added for a single node, the rest are
omitted for clarity
in every possible way, see Figure 4.3 (b), it was necessary to combine these structures so that
the new nodes were joined not only to the cycles, but to each other. This was performed by
taking the sets of adjacency matrices which join each new node to the existing cycle (which are
technically for identical graphs, but when combined will lead to new structures) and combining
each of them in turn, then joining the new nodes to each other, see Figure 4.3 (c). I do not
claim that this is the most eﬃcient way to generate these structures. As many duplicates of
adjacency matrices, which were removed before simulations were run, and permutations of the
same graph are created, however we were more concerned by implementing a systematic study
rather than a computationally eﬃcient one.
As I was particularly interested in perfect state transfer between antipodal nodes, I now
turn to the results for each set of cycles relating specifically to this aspect of the walks in turn.
The limitation of our attention to perfect state transfer between antipodal nodes was motivated
by further preliminary studies where an arbitrary node was examined instead. Whilst this study
was not suﬃciently systematic to make any conclusive remarks (using all examined variants of
C6 and C8 and examining a single node), it yielded no perfect state transfer.
Results
The results were very similar for C4, C6 and C8 so I discuss them together. The only operator
I tested leading to perfect state transfer on the variants of cycles was O2. As it is clear that any
variant of an even cycle which adds nodes only to the target node will have perfect state transfer
after a number of steps determined by the size of the cycle using this operator, I do not discuss
these results. In fact, the only variants of cycles found to exhibit perfect state transfer were
those with modifications to the antipodal nodes. As it is already known that on structures with
even degree, if amplitude populates half the coin states and is equal in magnitude and phase,
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Figure 4.4: Variants ofC4 leading to non-trivial perfect state transfer between antipodal nodes. The edge
labels correspond to the coin states they represent when the state at that vertex is written as a vector
then the Grover operator perfectly transmits the amplitude to the other half of the coin states
[30], walks which reproduced these results are also not discussed. Two sets of graphs based on
C4 found to exhibit perfect state transfer can be generalised to families, these are discussed in
detail in Chapter 5 below. After pruning and generalising the results, this leaves us with three
new variants of C4 exhibiting perfect state transfer, shown in Figure 4.4. Two of the variations
also lead to perfect state transfer in C6 and C8 for the correct choices of initial conditions. The
low number of positive results implies that perfect state transfer is heavily sensitive to the graph
structure used for the walk.
The further analysis on these variants has been performed analytically, rather than numer-
ically. This analysis was performed using MAPLE. Having graph structures and the timestep
at which to look for perfect state transfer highlighted by the Python simulations, it was simple
to generate equations to solve for initial conditions leading to perfect state transfer. Taking this
approach, it is possible to avoid narrowly missing incidences of perfect state transfer which oc-
cur for initial states close to, but not identical to, those used in the Python simulations. Whilst
MAPLE was not suitable for the initial brute force search, it was able to solve these equations,
so we can be sure of the results for the graphs on which further analysis was performed.
Perfect state transfer occurs for the graph shown in Figure 4.4 (a) with initial states:
|ψ±￿ =

0
∓ 1√
2
± 1√
2

The coin states are represented in the order shown in Figure 4.4 a). This perfect state transfer
occurs after 50 steps. As the coin states at the target node are not identical to the initial state,
this perfect state transfer does not lead to periodicity.
For the graph shown in Figure 4.4 b) the following initial states lead to perfect state transfer
after 20 steps:
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|ψ±￿ =
±0.705∓0.709∓0.005

The decimal expansions for this set of initial conditions do not appear to have any simple alge-
braic forms. Again, as the coin states at the target node do not replicate the initial conditions,
this perfect state transfer does not lead to periodicity. Additionally this variation admits perfect
state transfer for any even cycle after the correct number of steps if the initial conditions are
selected such that after the coin flip, only the coin states directing amplitude around the cycle
are populated. If we call the amplitude in the coin states on the cycle x and y, and require that
xx∗ + yy∗ = 1 then the initial states leading to this perfect state transfer when the Grover coin
is used can be written:
|ψ￿ =

2y−x
3
2x−y
3
2{2x−y3 + 2y−x3 }

For example, if we select x = y = 1√
2
then the initial condition leading to perfect state
transfer will be:
|ψ￿ = 1
3
√
2
112

This case is one of an entire class of cases, another example would be joining antipodal
nodes by a single edge, where the initial condition is selected in order to guarantee that no
amplitude is in the coin state for the new edge after the coin flip. In other words, the initial
condition is selected so that the new structure does not aﬀect the evolution. Clearly this will
only preserve the initial perfect state transfer achieved by deterministically traversing the cycle,
and after this, the additional coin states will aﬀect the evolution.
The final graph I discuss, in Figure 4.4 c), exhibits perfect state transfer for all initial
conditions. We denote these a and b as there are two coin states at the initial node. There is the
expected perfect state transfer after two steps. Then after ten steps the state at the target node
is:
|ψtarget￿ =

1
2b − 12a
1
2a − 12b
1
2a +
1
2b
1
2a +
1
2b
 (4.2)
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Unlike the other walks found, this walk is periodic, after a further two steps the initial
condition is recovered. As the form of Equation 4.2 does not depend on the length of the cycle,
any even cycle with this modification will lead to perfect state transfer, with a corresponding
scaling of period and perfect state transfer time. The same eﬀect can be obtained with the
addition of a single vertex joined to the target node by two edges to form a loop.
Continuous time walk on these structures
Whilst the purpose of this section of this thesis is to investigate perfect state transfer in the dis-
crete time walk over small structures, simulations of the corresponding continuous time walks
were also run. In the continuous time walk considerations regarding numerical accuracy are
more important. To this end, results from simulations obtained from Python were compared
to the corresponding simulations in MATLAB. The Python simulations were based on numer-
ical integration, whereas the MATLAB simulations used exponentiation of the time evolution
operator. The results of this comparison, where 1.000 in Python became 0.997 in MATLAB,
indicate that our methods are not suitable for studying perfect state transfer in the continuous
time walk. However, the methods used can help in narrowing down which graphs to look
for perfect state transfer in. For example, the families discussed in the following chapter were
highlighted by these simulations, and with further analytic work I was able to prove that perfect
state transfer did take place. As the cut-points used to test for perfect state transfer were the
same in the discrete and continuous time case, we were able to draw one comparison- namely
that very high amplitude transfer is more common in the continuous time walk than the discrete
time walk, for instance being admitted by 16 variants of C4. Whilst there were commonalities
between these 16 variants, such as the majority having a constant number of nodes along any
path joining the initial and target node, without knowing precisely whether they admit perfect
state transfer concrete conclusions cannot be drawn.
Some refinements can make examining the continuous time case more tractable. As men-
tioned briefly in Chapter 2 the Python networkx package can be used for further analysis of
the graph structures created in order to perform the searches discussed in this chapter. In par-
ticular, it facilitated the removal of the isomorphisms, which were required for the brute force
search as this always started from the same node, meaning evolution on isomorphic graphs
would not necessarily be identical. From an initial 1042 graphs based on C4, 63 were left
once the isomorphisms were removed. Whilst removing the isomorphisms does not enable any
new results concerning the discrete time walk, it appears to be very useful for the analysis of
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the continuous time walks. This is because in order to obtain the analytic expression for the
time evolution in the continuous time walk, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the adjacency
matrix are required. Once these are found, the time evolution in terms of an arbitrary initial
condition can be written down, so it is better to remove the isomorphic cases and then solve for
specific initial conditions. Examining the eigensystems of the adjacency matrices of the graphs
created in detail was, however, beyond the scope of the work undertaken here.
4.4 Conclusion
I investigated discrete time quantum walks over small graphs for a variety of choices of coin
operation. The graphs were variations of graphs known to exhibit perfect state transfer under
some circumstances, most notably diamond chains and cycles of length 4, 6 and 8. I have
systematically investigated how a range of specific variations, namely the addition of up to
four nodes, aﬀects the perfect state transfer. I found that in general, varying the graphs in this
way destroys the perfect state transfer. There are a small number of simple ways in which
adding new nodes to the graph structure does not aﬀect the perfect state transfer, and these
held for each of the cycles tested. No dramatically new ways of achieving perfect state transfer
were found, despite many of the structures investigated having properties shown analytically
to be important for perfect state transfer- namely symmetry in the graph structures and coin
operators [45; 46]. As some of these results [46] were obtained for graphs fulfilling very strict
criteria, it is not surprising that these properties do not, in general lead to the specification of
walks with perfect state transfer.
In terms of future work, if we intend to limit the size of the graphs examined, there is little
point in adding further nodes to the graphs tested. Whilst every way of adding the new nodes
to the existing cycles was tested, the eﬀects of adding extra connections between the existing
vertices of the cycle were not examined. As all of the cases in which perfect state transfer
was not destroyed relied on the fact that our operator O2 is simply a swap operator at nodes
of degree 2, increasing the degree of these nodes does not appear to be a good way of varying
the structure for the purposes of investigating perfect state transfer. A systematic study of all
graphs upto a certain size may be required in order to obtain some potentially more interesting
results. Whilst there is also the freedom to vary the coin operators, my choices are natural as
they arise in many discussions of the quantum walks [11; 26; 43; 49].
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Chapter 5
Quantum walks over three related
families of graphs
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter I discuss results which were first discovered during the investigation into walks
based on cycles discussed in Chapter 4. These results concern graphs which all contain C4 as a
substructure. I introduce three related families of graphs which have perfect, or high amplitude,
state transfer in the continuous time walk, and (in two cases) the discrete time walks. The
discovery of such ‘families’ gives us new ways of adding an arbitrary number of nodes to a
graph, without aﬀecting its perfect state transfer properties. More general versions of such
methods are known, for example the results by Angeles-Canul et al in [93] show that if a set
of graphs have the requisite perfect state transfer properties, then their join will also. There are
also other ways to specify how to add nodes to an existing graph with particular properties in
a specific way to preserve perfect state transfer, most notably the theorem which proves that
all n-cubes have perfect state transfer [51]. These results apply to the continuous time walk
only. There are far fewer such results in the discrete time walk. The known results exploit
the property of the Grover operator which ensures that, on graphs of even degree, if half the
coin states are populated and their amplitude is all equal in magnitude and phase, then that
amplitude will simply be transmitted to the unpopulated coin states. Hence in Section 5.2.1
I present the first known such method for the discrete time walk which does not rely on the
Grover operator.
After introducing the families of graphs, and discussing specific discrete time quantum
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walks over them, the robustness of the perfect state transfer to a number of possible variations
is tested. The simple relations between the families allow us some insight into the eﬀects of
adding edges, which is further crystallised by interpolating between the graphs, as in Section
5.2.4. I also, in the case where I have to use a specific initial state to achieve the perfect state
transfer, test the robustness of the transfer to variations in the initial state in Section 5.2.3. The
chapter concludes by examining the continuous time quantum walk over the same structures in
Section 5.2.5.
5.2 Three related families of graphs admitting perfect state trans-
fer
a) b) c)
Figure 5.1: The three families: a) K2 + Kn, b) K2 + Pn and c) K2 +Cn. The nodes highlighted with open
dots indicate the initial and target nodes, due to the symmetry of the graphs, it does not matter which is
which.
In this section I discuss three families of graphs depicted in Figure 5.1. These have the
same number of nodes, and all include a join with the graph K2. The family K2 + Pn has no
notable transport properties in the discrete time walk, but exhibits perfect state transfer in the
continuous time walk for some choices of n.
5.2.1 Periodicity and perfect state transfer on the graph K2 + Kn
Due to the fact that the 2 dimensional Grover coin is simply a swap operator, it is obvious that
K2 + Kn exhibits perfect state transfer between the nodes of K2 in two steps when the Grover
coin is used at all nodes and all amplitude is initially at one vertex of K2. For this state transfer,
it does not matter how the amplitude is distributed between the coin states at the initial vertex,
or whether any of this amplitude has an associated phase.
Periodicity can be achieved using less trivial operations, as outlined for various cases in
Table 5.1 below. Perfect state transfer to the target vertex is not observed half way through the
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period of the walk, except in special cases, usually with n = 2 where the graph is equal to C4.
If the DFT coin is used at the nodes of K2 + Kn, but with half of the Hadamards replaced by
H2, all the amplitude returns to the initial vertex when t is half the period, with the state being
the DFT of the initial state.
The calculation to show periodicity in walks over K2 + Kn with initial state (a1 . . . an)T
using the DFT coin is elementary. The state vectors at the initial, final, and intermediate (Kn)
nodes are denoted by |I￿, |T ￿, and |Kn￿ respectively:
After step 1: |Kn￿ =
￿
b∗i
0
￿
After step 2: |I￿ = |T ￿ =

b1√
2
...
bn√
2

After step 3: |Kn￿ =
 ai√2ai√
2
 After step 4: Permutation of initial coin states at initial node
* bi = component corresponding to ai, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n after the DFT is performed. The
steps go the same for Grover coins at nodes of K2, but the initial state rather than a permutation
of it will arise. This will also be the case for any other unitaries where UU = I.
5.2.2 Periodicity and perfect state transfer in K2 +Cn
If the Grover coin is used at all vertices, the discrete time quantum walk over graph K2 + Cn
is periodic, with a period of 12. The walk has perfect state transfer after 6 + 12m steps, where
m ∈ Z≥0, from one vertex of K2 to the other, provided the initial state is an equal superposition
of all coin states at the initial vertex.
The initial state is an eigenvector of the Grover coin, with eigenvalue 1, so is unchanged by
the first coin operation. After the first step the state at each of the nodes of Cn is of the form:
Coins used at each vertex Initial state used Period
All DFT Any 8
Any unitary at K2, G2 in Kn Any 4
Gn at K2, H at Kn Any 4
Gn at K2, H, H2 at half nodes each, n > 2,
even
See below* 8
Table 5.1: The periods of walks with various coins over K2 + Kn with all amplitude initially in one of
the vertices of K2. *Equal superposition over all coin states and all amplitude initially in one coin state.
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γ￿
n|γ|

1
0
0
0
where γ ∈ C (5.1)
The perfect state transfer in the discrete time walk with the Grover coin on the graph K2 + Cn
is achieved via the steps below. |Cn￿ denotes the state vector at the nodes of Cn.
After step 2: |I￿ =

− 12α
0
...
0
 |T ￿ =

1
2α
0
...
0
 |Cn￿ =

0
0
1
2α
1
2α

After step 3: |I￿ =

1
2α
0
...
0
 |T ￿ =

1
2α
0
...
0
 |Cn￿ =

−12α
1
2α
0
0

After step 4: |I￿ =

1
2α
0
...
0
 |T ￿ =

− 12α
0
...
0
 |Cn￿ =

1
2α
1
2α
0
0

After step 5: |I￿ =

0
0
...
0
 |T ￿ =

0
0
...
0
 Cn =

1
2α− 12α
0
0

After step 6: |I￿ =

0
0
...
0
 |T ￿ =

α
α
...
α
 |Cn￿ =

0
0
0
0

As we see, after six steps of the walk perfect state transfer is achieved. From the symmetry of
K2+Cn it can be seen that the evolution is periodic, with period 12. The choice of coin operator
is important in acheiving this perfect state transfer, using only a DFT coin for quantum walks
over K2 + Cn does not result in any notable transport properties. For the walk over K2 + Cn
starting with an equal superposition at one vertex of K2, the probabilities on the nodes of K2
do not depend on n when n > 1. The initial state is also important, as I now discuss.
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Figure 5.2: Robustness of perfect state transfer to variation in a) initial phase and b) amplitude for one
coin state. The size of Cn is n, θ is the phase and δ is the defect in Equation 5.2.
5.2.3 Robustness of perfect state transfer in graphs from K2 +Cn
Numerical investigations were carried out to test the robustness of the first instance of perfect
state transfer, after 6 steps, to variation in initial conditions. The transport was shown to be
very robust to variations in initial condition of the form:
|ψint￿ = 1￿
(n − 2δ + δ2)

1
1
...
1 − δ
 (5.2)
As n increases, the robustness increases too, even in the case where δ = 1, where the state
is of a qualitatively diﬀerent form to the standard initial state. Taking δ > 1 adds a phase
to the perturbed initial coin state. The robustness of the perfect state transfer to variation in
phase of one of the initial coin states was also investigated, with similar findings, see Figure
5.2. Though the perfect state transfer is much less robust to variation in phase, with probability
going down to 0.19 for n = 5 when we have a phase factor of π, we can again increase the
robustness of the transfer by increasing n. For n > 35 the probability at the target vertex after
6 steps does not go below 0.9 for any phase. The robustness increases with n because an equal
superposition amongst n coin states is used for the initial state, and hence perturbing one part
of that superposition results in a smaller relative perturbation as n increases. If the initial state
is instead varied by perturbing each coin state by a random 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 then the robustness
decreases slightly with n. For n = 3 the amplitude at the target node goes down to 0.82,
averaged from 1000 runs, at the perfect state transfer time. As n increases the value tails oﬀ at
0.77.
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Figure 5.3: Variation of fidelity of state transfer during interpolation between a) Graphs K2 + Kn and
K2 + Pn; and b) K2 + Pn and K2 + Cn. n is the number of nodes in Kn, Pn or Cn and c is the weighting
of the edges that these graphs diﬀer by. The orientations of the graphs are selected for clearest viewing.
The robustness of the transport with respect to decoherence was also tested. The eﬀects
of decoherence in the coin state and decoherence in the position state are both independent
of n, and probability at the target vertex decays smoothly as the rate increases, recovering the
classical distribution for decoherence rate p = 1 as expected.
5.2.4 Interpolation between the three families
It is possible to interpolate between graphs with the same vertices but diﬀerent edges by weight-
ing the edges. To perform quantum walks on such graphs, coins reflecting this edge weighting
are required. If we choose to use the Grover coin, the coin should be the Grover operator of
dimension (d − t) when no edge is present, and that of dimension d when the edge is fully
present, so t is the number of edges being ‘switched on’ in the interpolation. Although walks
using the Grover coin over both K2 + Kn and K2 +Cn display perfect state transfer, adding the
edges they diﬀer by gradually by using a coin that interpolates between Grover operators of
diﬀerent dimensions in the way described in [41] destroys this perfect state transfer. The coin
is specified by
Gd,t =

a b b . . . b c c c . . . c
b a b . . . b c c c . . . c
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
b b b . . . a c c c . . . c
c c c . . . c e f f . . . f
c c c . . . c f e f . . . f
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
c c c . . . c f f f . . . e

(5.3)
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Where a . . . f ∈ R where there are (d − t) ‘normal’ edges giving rise to blocks of size (d − t)
containing a￿s and b￿s and t ‘tunneling’ edges with transitions specified by the block containing
e￿s and f ￿s. This coin enables an edge to be ‘turned on’ with strength c. In order to guarantee
that this coin is unitary, certain relations between the parameters are required, details of these
can be found in [41]. The eﬀect of turning on the additional edges to go from K2 + Kn to
K2 + Cn does not depend on n. The amplitude at the target vertex at the perfect state transfer
time decays quickly with c, and rises again very slowly as c → 1. One can also interpolate
between K2 + Kn and K2 + Cn by going via K2 + Pn. This interpolation does not improve the
transport properties of the walk over K2 + Pn, as can be seen in Figure 5.3.
5.2.5 The continuous time walk on K2 + Kn, K2 +Cn and K2 + Pn
In general, a graph exhibiting periodicity, high probability, or perfect state transfer for a specific
coin in the discrete time walk is no indication that this will occur for the continuous time walk
over the same graph. However for the three families of graphs discussed in this chapter, the
continuous time walks exhibit perfect or very high fidelity state transfer.
The continuous time walk on K2 +Kn displays perfect state transfer for any n, and is hence
periodic due to the symmetry of the graph. The perfect state transfer time can be tuned by
adjusting n, as n increases, the period decreases. An analytic expression for the period in terms
of n was deduced by inspection of the eigenvectors. The eigensystems of the graphs K2 + Kn
have only two nonzero eigenvalues of the form
√
2n, hence only two components of the analytic
expression for the time evolution determine the period, regardless of the initial state used. The
eigenvectors of the adjacency matrices of graphs from K2 + Kn are of the form:
|v+￿ = 1√
2n

1
...
1√
2n
2√
2n
2

|v−￿ = 1√
2n

1
...
1
−
√
2n
2
−
√
2n
2

|vn￿ = 1√
2

0
...
0
−1
1

|vi￿ = 1√
2

−1
...
1
...
0
0

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There are n−1 eigenvectors, each having eigenvalue 0, of the form |vi￿, with 1 occurring at a
diﬀerent Pn basis state for each i ≤ n−1. The coeﬃcient of these eigenvectors is 0 when solving
for the time evolution with the appropriate initial conditions, so they do not contribute to the
time evolution. The eigenvector |vn￿ also has eigenvalue 0, hence the eigenvectors |v+￿, |v−￿,
each with eigenvalue ±√2n, are the only ones whose contribution to the evolution varies over
time. The period of the graph is 2π/
√
2n, giving a perfect state transfer time between vertices
of Kn of π/
√
2n. The expression for the time evolution over K2 + Kn with adjacency matrix A
with the amplitude initially at a vertex of K2 is given by:
|ψ(t)￿ = e−itA|n + 1￿ = − 1√
2
|vn￿ +
￿
±
±1
2
e−it
√
2n|v±￿
=

1√
2n
(−i sin(√2n t))
...
1√
2n
(−i sin(√2n t))
1
2 (cos(
√
2n t) + 1)
1
2 (cos(
√
2n t) − 1)

(5.4)
where the first n entries are the vertices of Kn, the (n + 1)th entry is the initial vertex, and the
(n + 2)th entry is the final vertex. This expression applies for any n, including n = 0 where the
vertices of Kn are not connected, so no evolution can occur. The cases for n = 1 and n = 2,
giving rise to the graphs P3 and C4 respectively are already known [51].
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Figure 5.4: Time evolution of probability at the target node for a) graph K2 + Pn with n = 11 (solid) and
n = 10 (dotted); b) graph K2 + Pn with n = 21 (solid) n = 11 (dotted).
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There is little diﬀerence between the evolution over the graphs K2 + Pn and K2 + Cn, as
might be expected given that they diﬀer by a single edge. Both exhibit oscillatory motion at
the initial and target vertices, as depicted in Figure 5.4, with the oscillations peaking at very
high probabilities or unity. Clearly from the choice of n’s plotted, perfect state transfer does
not occur for every n, so there is no simple relationship between the evolutions for diﬀerent
n’s. The eigensystems of these families were too complex to enable a simple expression for
the time evolution to be deduced even for a specific choice of n. As for K2 + Kn, the periods of
the oscillations in these families get smaller as n increases. Decoherence in the walks over all
three families quickly smears out the oscillatory behaviour, as can be seen in Figure 5.5 (a).
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Figure 5.5: a) Time evolution of probability at the target vertex for graph K2 +Cn with decoherence rate
p. b) Eﬀect of decoherence on the probability at target vertex of graph K2 + Kn at the first perfect state
transfer time for increasing n
5.3 Conclusion
I have presented and analysed in some detail three families of graphs which have interesting
transport properties in both the discrete and continuous time walk. Two of the families of
graphs, for the right choices of coin operator in the discrete time walk, exhibit periodicity, and
in some cases perfect state transfer. I found that these families also exhibit very high amplitude
transfer, or perfect state transfer, in the continuous time case. In the case of the discrete time
walk over K2+Cn it was found that increasing n improved robustness of the perfect state transfer
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to variations in one coin state of the initial state, but not to decoherence. In the continuous time
case, n can be used to tune the perfect state transfer time.
Characterising the graphs which admit perfect state transfer and understanding which struc-
tural properties of those graphs give rise to perfect state transfer remains an ongoing project. I
have found cases where adding an arbitrary number of nodes to a particular graph in the right
way preserves its state transfer properties. Ideally general methods of determining whether a
graph has perfect state transfer, such as that outlined in [81] for the continuous time case, are
required. Due to the coin degrees of freedom, and the choice in coin operator, this is a far more
diﬃcult task in the discrete time case. Some analytical methods capable of dealing with the
coin degrees of freedom have been developed, but are relatively limited in scope. For exam-
ple, the methods used by Krovi and Brun in [46] only apply to regular graphs whose edges
can be numbered in a certain way. The numerical methods I have used are not so restricted,
and thus currently appear to be more suitable for investigating the discrete time quantum walk.
Once a discrete time walk result is obtained numerically, it is often very easy to reproduce it
analytically, however this will obviously not lead to such general analytical results as those in
[46].
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Chapter 6
Non-reversal Quantum Walks
6.1 Introduction
The random walks introduced in Chapter 2 concerned idealised walkers with no spatial exten-
sion. Whilst these have many uses in modelling physical and biological processes, in some
cases we may want to consider walkers which do have spatial extension, and hence cannot
move into space which they are already occupying. In this chapter I introduce a quantum ver-
sion of such a walk, which eﬀectively simulates a dimer whose tail always follows the head.
The motivation for studying such a walk is much the same as that for studying the classical
version: more realistic simulation of physical systems. There are also potential algorithmic
applications, such as searching. Search algorithms based on random walks can be made more
eﬃcient by ensuring that they do not revisit positions already visited.
One process which has been modelled by a self-avoiding classical random walk is polymer
folding. In this case, the walker is finite rather than infinite, so does not have to avoid every
position it has ever visited, but does have to avoid positions which it currently occupies. In
some cases, such a restricted model may not be suitable. Continuing the example, polymers
can overlap to form loops, but they cannot occupy volume that they already occupy. A type of
intermediary between the fully random walk and the self avoiding walk is known as the non-
reversal walk. A non-reversing random walker is allowed to occupy spaces on a lattice that it
has previously occupied, but is not allowed to return to the point which it has just come from.
In both the classical and quantum case, the self-avoiding or non-reversal walk on the line
is trivial. This is because there are only two degrees of freedom in the movement, so if one of
those is prohibited by the model, then unidirectional ballistic transport is obtained. The walks
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studied in this chapter take place over a square lattice, in which case the dynamics are highly
non-trivial.
The chapter proceeds as follows: In Section 6.1.1 classical self avoiding walks are intro-
duced in more detail. Then for the sake of comparison the properties of the quantum walk on
the square lattice are discussed. The non-reversal quantum walk is then defined in Section 6.2.1
and its properties are described in Section 6.2.2. I finish by indicating how one might obtain
a self-avoiding walker of length three in Section 6.3 and briefly summarising the results and
potential avenues for future work in the conclusion.
6.1.1 Classical self-avoiding random walks
The classical self-avoiding walk has proven diﬃcult to treat analytically, hence the results
concerning it have all so far been numerical [94] and there remain many open questions about
it. Even enumerating the number of self avoiding walks, despite them being so rare that coming
upon one by mistake when examining a random walk is highly improbable, has proven very
diﬃcult. Whilst some facts are clear, for example that cn+m ≤ cm + cn where cn is the number
of walks with n steps. The set of walks of length n concatenated with the set of walks of length
m contains not only the self avoiding walks of length n + m but some which overlap, hence
the inequality. However, determining the precise number of walks is diﬃcult, though bounds
have been established. The number of self avoiding walks must be less than the number of
non-reversal walks, as these include the self avoiding walk as a subset. Additionally it is
possible to construct subsets of self avoiding walks which grow as 2n, so we know that there
are between 2n and 3n self avoiding random walks. The best evidence so far suggests that there
are 2.638n self avoiding walks of length n, and this is provided as a non-rigorous estimate in
[95]. The best evidence for this value was obtained by enumerating each such walk of length
up to 51 and required a 1024 processor supercomputer [96]. Without new algorithms it is
unlikely that we will be able to enumerate much further than this. Guttmann [96] obtained
14,059,415,980,606,050,644,844 walks using this method, however these walks make up less
than 1 in 240 million of the possible random walks of length 51.
As even counting the walks has proved diﬃcult, it is unsurprising that little is known re-
garding other properties. The property we are most interested in when comparing walks is the
standard deviation. The mean squared displacement is conjectured to be n3/2 though so far,
even a proof that the exponent must be between 1 and 2 is elusive [94].
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Another known fact about self avoiding walks demonstrates a key diﬀerence between the
self avoiding walk and its standard and non-reversal counterparts. This is that the self avoiding
walk does not necessarily continue indefinitely. This is because it is possible to reach a lattice
site whose only adjacent lattice sites have previously been visited, hence the walker cannot
continue. After the first few steps there is a small probability that the walk will end on any
subsequent step.
The non-reversal walk is in some ways more tractable. For example, it is clear that on the
square lattice there are 3n such walks, where n is the number of steps traversed by the walker.
Its mean squared displacement is 2n, so it spreads twice as fast as the standard random walk,
but slower than the completely self avoiding walk. There is very little literature on the non-
reversal walk, and this tends to examine specific characteristics of the walk relevant to the study
of polymer chains [97], rather than its general features.
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a)
b)
Figure 6.1: Probability distributions arising after 40 steps of a walk on a 2d lattice using a) the DFT coin
and b) the Grover coin for the symmetric initial state shown in equation 6.3
6.1.2 Quantum walks on the square lattice
The properties of the discrete time quantum walk on the square lattice were extensively ex-
plored in [43] following initial investigations in [57]. In particular they examined the mean
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distance at time t:
￿r￿t =
￿
x,y
￿
x2 + y2 p(x, y, t) (6.1)
so r is the radial distance from the origin, and p(x, y, t) is the probability of finding the walker
at position (x, y) at time t. They also characterise the walks in terms of the standard deviation:
σ =
￿
￿r2￿ − ￿r￿2 (6.2)
They use three choices of coin operator. Their first choice behaves like the Hadamard operator
for both the ‘left/right’ (|l￿/|r￿) coin states and the ‘up/down’ (|u￿/|d￿) coin states. This operator
does not mix the two dimensions, so a two dimensional version of the distribution of the walk
on the line is obtained. More interestingly, they consider the DFT and Grover operators for a
number of initial conditions. These coins are both unbiased, in that they distribute amplitude
equally between each coin state. In contrast to the walk on the line, they find that the dynamics
of the walk depend strongly on the coin used. Additionally, the dynamics for a specific coin
depend strongly on the choice of initial state. The lowest and highest standard deviations
obtained for the position of the walker were found using the Grover operator. It was observed
that the reason for this is that regardless of the initial state, the distribution forms a central spike,
with a ring around it which propagates outwards. The choice of initial condition controls how
much amplitude is situated in the central spike, and how much amplitude is situated in the ring.
The initial state at the origin for both the distributions plotted in Figure 6.1 is:
|ψ￿ = 1
2
(|ld￿ + i|lu￿ + i|rd￿ − |ru￿) ⊗ |0￿
=
1
2
(|l￿ + i|r￿) ⊗ (|d￿ + i|u￿) ⊗ |0￿
(6.3)
The authors of [43] studied all unbiased four dimensional unitary operators with entries
equal to either ±1/2 or ±i/2, which when the leading diagonal is selected to be 1/2 gives 640
unitary operators. These operators were found to fall into ten types, with the DFT, Hadamard
and Grover all being of diﬀerent type. Of all operators tested, the Grover operator was found
to give rise to both the largest and smallest standard deviation, depending on the initial state.
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6.2 Non-reversal quantum walks
6.2.1 Definition
I will now define our non-reversal quantum walk on the square lattice. Whilst in the treatment
of walks on the square lattice in [43] the specification of the shift operation is implied, more
care must be taken here to ensure that the coin operator really does what we want it to. Two
variations of the shift, ones which shifts amplitude from, say, the ‘moving-right’ state of one
node to the ‘moving-right’ state of the next, as is used in [57], and one which shifts the same
amplitude to the ‘moving-left’ state of the next node, are considered. The non-reversal walk
arises when the ‘moving-right’ to ‘moving-left’ permutation is used, this is the shift operation
defined in [42].
The state of the walker, Ψ, at time t ∈ N is described by a 4-dimensional vector which is a
function of each discrete lattice point (x, y) ∈ Z2. This is denoted
Ψ(x, y, t) =

ψ1(x, y, t)
ψ2(x, y, t)
ψ3(x, y, t)
ψ4(x, y, t)
 (6.4)
where we have
￿
x,y,i |ψi(x, y, t)|2 = 1 and each component is a complex function of discrete
position and time. The coin operator will then be given by a unitary in U(4). The first coin I
consider, albeit briefly, will be called the non-repeating coin, as when using the choice of shift
operator which makes the walk more amenable to Fourier space techniques, it never allows
amplitude to move in the same direction in two consecutive steps. This coin is defined by:
C(NF) =

0 λeiα γeiβ f (λ, γ)eiθ
λe−i(φ+δ+α) 0 − f (λ, γ)ei(ψ−θ+β) γeiψ
−γe−i(δ+α+ψ) − f (λ, γ)ei(φ−θ+α) 0 λeiφ
f (λ, γ)ei(θ−α−ψ−φ−β) −γei(δ+α−β) λeiδ 0
 (6.5)
where all of the variables are real, 0 ≤ γ2 + λ2 ≤ 1, and f (λ, γ) = ￿1 − (λ2 + γ2). This
is the most general SU(4) operator with zeros on the diagonal. A simple example of such a
coin, used to produce the probability distribution shown in Figure 6.2, takes θ = φ = π and
λ = γ = f (λ, γ) = 1√
3
, with all other phase variables being zero. This leads to the following
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coin:
C1 =
1√
3

0 1 1 −1
1 0 1 1
1 −1 0 −1
−1 −1 1 0
 (6.6)
We can see that this coin does what it is required to by examining its operation on an
arbitrary state
|ψ￿ =

a
b
c
d
 (6.7)
It is clear that
C1|ψ￿ = 1√
3

b + c − d
a + c + d
a − b − d
c − a − b
 (6.8)
so the initial amplitude in each coin state is redistributed between the other coin states, and
none of it is transmitted to the node it came from. In the numerical work below I consider
CNR =

0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
CNF (6.9)
where clearly CNR is a permutation of CNF . Permuting the coin in this manner has the same
eﬀect as permuting the shift operation and gives rise to the non-reversal walk. The permutations
arise naturally when one considers the freedom in choice of edge labelling on a 2d lattice. As
the arising walk dynamics have notable properties in common I discuss both. In [98] there is
an analytical proof that when using CNF the joint (x and y direction) moments are independent
of the initial condition. It was not possible to obtain a corresponding proof for the operator
CNR, so its properties were investigated numerically, as detailed below.
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a)
b)
Figure 6.2: Probability distributions arising after 100 steps of a typical non-reversal quantum walk
shown a) over the entire lattice and b) in profile 6.3
6.2.2 Properties
An example of a typical probability distribution arising from a non-reversal quantum walk
is shown in Figure 6.2. The distribution is shown in 3d and in profile in order to show the
similarity of the profile to that of the walk on the line. Regardless of initial condition, the
dynamics are similar, tracing out a square with peaks at each corner. The initial condition
determines the height and number of distinctive peaks at the corners of the square. The initial
condition used to obtain the distribution shown in Figure 6.2 is the same as that used in equation
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6.3.
a) b)
Figure 6.3: Comparison of standard deviation after 100 steps of the walk for various initial conditions
using a) the Grover coin and b) a self-avoiding coin
As the analytical result concerning the independence of moments on initial condition in-
dicated above applies only to walks using the operator UNR, the non-reversal walks were in-
vestigated numerically. I conjecture that the same result holds of the non-reversal walk. These
walks were investigated by varying the parameters in the coin as well as the initial condition.
Random choices for each variable were used to generate 500 coins, and the walks arising from
these operators were investigated using 1000 initial conditions. It was found numerically that
for all choices of initial condition the mean position (Equation 6.1) and standard deviation
(Equation 6.2) of the walker is constant at a given time t, as can be seen for the standard devi-
ation in Figure 6.3. Further investigations suggest that all the moments of the distribution are
independent of the initial condition. The parameters which determine the standard deviation
are λ and γ, so these values determine some real constant k for each self-avoiding coin so that
the standard deviation at time t is equal to kt. This contrasts strongly with standardly used
coins, as mentioned in Section 6.1.2 above, where the initial condition can be used to control
the standard deviation of the walk using the Grover coin operator. The mean and standard de-
viations as a function of time are shown for a variety of coins in Figure 6.4. Whilst the mean
position increases faster than all other coins, the standard deviation increases more slowly, so
in cases where we have freedom to choose our initial condition, the Grover operator is still
the best to use if we want to achieve the fastest possible spreading of the amplitude across the
lattice.
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a) b)
Figure 6.4: Comparison of the non-reversal (black), Hadamard (red), Grover (blue) and DFT (green)
coin operators in terms of a) expected radial distance from the origin and b) standard deviation.
The analytics concerning the non-repeating coin deal with the joint moments, and numer-
ical investigations of both coins showed that the individual x and y moments do depend on
the initial condition. These were not investigated further as it appears that for any practical
application of the model, the fully specified position of the walker will be of more interest.
6.3 Trimers
A self-avoiding walker of length three, which models a trimer, requires a more complex def-
inition. This is because the trimer on a square lattice, presuming that the head and tail are
distinguishable, can be in one of three configurations, as shown in Figure 6.5. These configura-
tions can then have four possible orientations, facing in the up, down, left and right directions.
This means that in order to represent the trimer, a qutrit tensored with a ququat is required,
giving rise to a twelve dimensional coin. The head of the trimer can make the same moves
as that of the dimer, but now as well as updating the position of the walker, the configuration,
which will in general be in a superposition, is also updated.
Figure 6.5: The three possible configurations of a self avoiding trimer
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It may be possible to define a fully general self-avoiding quantum walk, however this will
in practise be diﬃcult. Even deciding when a site has been visited has some ambiguity, for
instance, can one part of the superposition access sites which another part of the superposition
has previously accessed?
6.4 Conclusion
I have introduced a new type of coin for the discrete time quantum walk and described analyt-
ically, for one choice of shift operator, and numerically for the other, that it has some notable
properties, namely that the mean and standard deviation of the position of the walker is in-
dependent of the choice of initial condition. The standard deviation grows linearly with t for
much the same reason as it does the walk on the line, as the coin operator always ensures that
some amplitude moves away from the origin with each step.
A fully self avoiding quantum walk is yet to be developed and explored, and thus far no
continuous time analogues have been proposed. In order to fully capture the folding of polymer
chains, the quantum nature of their constituents may need to be accounted for, which would
provide a potential application for such a model.
In addition to further investigating the properties of the self avoiding quantum walk and
developing the concept, better comparisons with its classical counterpart may be useful. For
example, only walks on square lattices have been considered here, but the self avoiding random
walk has been shown to have macroscopic properties which are independent of the choice of
lattice. In order to see if this property carries over into the quantum case, coins of varying
dimension are required.
In short, there are many potential avenues through which to explore the self avoiding or
non-reversal quantum walk, and the choices of which direction to take will depend on the
desired applications of the walk. The purpose of the work here was simply to find out whether
using a non-reversal coin operator gives rise to any properties which are not observed using
other operators, hopefully provoking further investigation into the uses of such a coin. In the
proceeding chapters, I turn to specific applications of various types of quantum walk.
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Chapter 7
Quantum Finite Automata and
Quantum Walks
7.1 Introduction
Whilst perfect state transfer is an important component in quantum computing, as it is poten-
tially required for physically moving qubits around the computer, and in algorithms which rely
on it to gain their speedup over classical algorithms [8; 27; 28], further ingredients are required
[65; 99]. The required ingredients depend on the model of computation which we are using.
For example, in Chapter 3 we saw that in order to perform Turing universal computation in the
circuit model that, as well as wires, gates capable of, in combination, simulating any unitary
operation to arbitrary precision are required. We also saw another model of quantum compu-
tation which is not universal, and which does not have perfect state transfer as a key ingredient
in its construction, namely the QFA [72; 73; 74]. This model answers questions of the type: Is
the input of the required form? Traditionally models of computation of this type are abstrac-
tions of an input tape, which is read by a tape head. The tape head can evolve into diﬀerent
computational states according to some transition function. These two models, circuits and
QFAs, appear to be quite diﬀerent. For instance the input is necessarily manipulated by the
circuit model, and this generates the output, whereas an FSA does not manipulate its input and
the output is determined by the state of the tape head. However, in their most general forms,
in which case the FSA has extra structure added and can manipulate the input, becoming a
Turing machine, the apparently diﬀerent models are computationally equivalent. Computa-
tional equivalence entails that each model can simulate the other, and hence gives researchers
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freedom to choose from a variety of computational models when approaching new questions.
There are a wide variety of mathematical models, all of which are Turing complete. For
example, in addition to the Turing machine and circuit models, we have the cellular automaton
[100; 101; 102; 103], the untyped lambda calculus [104; 105] and partial recursive functions
[106; 107], all being equivalent. In the quantum case, the analogues of Turing machines [60;
108], cellular automata [109; 110] and circuits [76; 111] have also been shown to be equivalent,
hence we have a variety of universal models to work with. This means that non universal
restrictions of these models can also be explored in terms of each other as well if required. As
we know that discrete time quantum walks are universal for quantum computation [41], we
know that they can perform any computing task, regardless of the computing paradigm that
task comes from. For example, the discrete time walk on the line has been shown in [112] to
be equivalent to a one dimensional quantum cellular automaton [6; 109; 110; 113]. As these
had already been proven to simulate any quantum Turing machine [109] it is implied that the
discrete time walk on the line may also be able to simulate any quantum Turing machine. For
this to be the case the update rules for the cellular automaton to which the quantum walk is
mapped to must be of the form required for the second mapping onto the Turing machine.
Whether this is the case is unclear from the constructions used to prove the equivalences and
no subsequent research has examined this question. So whilst it has been known for a long
time that there may be ways to construct quantum walks which accept languages, the work in
this chapter is the first concrete example known to me.
In this chapter, we look at the relation between quantum walks and a model of quantum
computing based on QFAs. There are many ways in which to modify QFAs, for examples see
[73; 78; 114; 115; 116]. Unlike the case of their classical counterparts, these modifications do
increase their computing power. Beyond accepting more languages than the standard QFA, the
exact power of the diﬀerent variations of QFAs is not generally known. Some progress, such as
finding closure properties of languages accepted, has been made in this direction [72; 117; 118].
The specific modifications considered in this chapter involve adding open system dynamics to
the QFA. We will also see in Section 7.2.2 that even much simpler modifications, such as
allowing the tape head to move in both directions along the input tape, aﬀect the language
acceptance properties of some varieties of QFA.
The chapter proceeds as follows: In Section 7.2 I review the ’Measure-Many’-QFA, and
discuss its language acceptance properties in order to demonstrate how adding an auxiliary
system to the QFA increases its computational power. Then in Section 7.3 I introduce a much
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newer modification of the QFA developed by Yakarylmaz et al in [119] which incorporates
a memory, despite the transition function never depending on the contents of the memory,
hence the term ‘write-only memory.’ To show how the write-only memory is useful, I provide
an original algorithm showing a how this type of memory enables languages which cannot
be accepted by standard QFAs. The final section shows that this modification of the QFA is
equivalent to a quantum walk which uses a time dependent coin. In Section 7.5.1 I then show
that by restricting the input alphabet to a unary alphabet, a time independent coin can be used,
but in this case the number of steps required to accept any given language vastly increases.
7.2 ’Measure-Many’- QFAs
An MM-QFA is a 6-tuple:
M = (Q,Σ, δ, q0,Qacc,Qre j)
with Q being a finite set of states, and Σ∪ { ¢, $ } being the tape alphabet where ¢ is the symbol
directly before the input word and $ denotes the end of the input word. The state vector evolves
according to the unitary operator Uσ induced by the transition function δ : Q × Γ × Q → C.
The evolution operator is the same as for MO-QFAs:
Uσ|q,σ￿ =
￿
qi,q j∈Q
δ(qi,σ, q j)|q j￿
The value of the transition function can be calculated if one knows the exact form of the
operator induced by δ:
δ(q,σ, q￿) = ￿q￿ |Uσ | q￿ (7.1)
for a 3-tuple (q,σ, q￿) with a ∈ Γ and q, q￿ ∈ Q the value of δ is the amplitude of the transi-
tion from configuration (q,σ) to state q. The probability of a given transition taking place is
calculated in the normal way by squaring the absolute value of the amplitude of that transition.
The Hilbert space with basis set Q is partitioned by three subsets into three orthogonal
subspaces: Qacc is the basis for the subspace spanned by accepting state vectors; Qre j is the
basis for the subspace spanned by rejecting state vectors and Qnon = Q \ (Qacc ∪ Qre j) is the
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basis for the subspace spanned by all non-halting state vectors, so Q = Qacc ⊕ Qre j ⊕ Qnon. We
also require, for fixed n, product spacesCacc = Qacc×Zn,Cre j = Qre j×Zn andCnon = Qnon×Zn.
After each transition the projection operator is applied to the product of some natural number
less than n, the length of the input word, and the computational state. The computation halts
when the system is measured to be in Cacc or Cre j. By operating on the product space rather
than the Hilbert space itself, unwanted disturbance of the state vector of M is avoided.
During a computation an MM-QFA can accumulate accepting and rejecting probabilities
before it halts. It can be useful to keep track of these by representing the computational state as
a triple v = ( |ψ￿, pacc, pre j) which evolves according to an operator Tσ, upon reading symbol
σ
Tσ : (ψ, pacc, pre f ) → (PnonUσ|ψ￿, pacc + | PaccUσ|ψ￿ |2, pre j + | Pre jUσ|ψ￿ |2) (7.2)
Once amplitude is transferred by the Tσ operator into a halting state it is simply a real
number rather than a coeﬃcient of a vector. Hence it no longer interacts with any non-halting
states.
MM-QFAs are generalizations ofMO-QFAs, hence the class of languages accepted byMO-
QFAs is contained in the class of languages accepted by MM-QFAs. MO-QFAs simply have
trivial projections between each computational step, those projections being identity matrices
over the whole Hilbert Space. The additional subspaces and projections eﬀectively increase the
number of states the automaton can enter, and this increases its computational power.
7.2.1 Languages accepted by MM-QFAs
It was proven by Yakaryilmaz and Cem Say in [120] that the class of languages accepted with
unbounded error by MM-QFAs with cut-point 1/2 is precisely the stochastic languages. The
proof is very long and technical, so is omitted here. If attention is restricted to acceptance
with bounded error, then any advantage over classical FSAs is lost. This is because it has been
shown by Kondacs and Watrous in [74] that MM-QFAs accept only regular languages, and
there exists a regular language not accepted by MM-QFAs with bounded error. The language
in their theorem is accepted with bounded error by the quantum walks discussed in this chapter
and Chapter 8, so I include the proof that it is not accepted by MM-QFAs in order to give some
insight into how they operate and indicate why, in a standard quantum information setting, this
particular language can be problematic.
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Theorem 7.2.1.1. The regular language, L denoted by the regular expression {a, b}∗a is not
accepted with bounded error by an MM-QFA.
Proof. The proof shows that given an MM-QFA, M, which accepts L, it cannot do so with
bounded error. Let x = σ1 . . .σn ∈ Γ∗, with Γ being the tape alphabet, so that
ψx = (PnonVan) . . . (PnonVa1 )|q0￿.
Define µ = in f { |ψ¢w | |w ∈ {a, b}∗}, thus µ is the smallest probability that M has not yet
halted, and the T operator for M will have placed the rest of the amplitude into halting states.
If µ = 0 then some computations of M will not depend on the symbol following w. However
wa ∈ L but wb ￿ L, so in this case M cannot recognise L with bounded error.
Before considering the case where µ > 0, note that for some set A ⊂ B where B = { v ∈
V | |v| ≤ 1}, if there exists some ξ > 0 such that the norm of the distance between any v, v￿ ∈ A,
|v − v￿| is greater than ξ then A has a finite number of elements. A must be finite in order
to represent the configuration of an MM-QFA. One can also derive a constant c, such that
|Txv − Txv￿| ≤ c|v − v￿|.
Take w such that |ψ¢w| < µ+ξ, in which case |ψ¢wy| ∈ [µ, µ+ξ) for any y ∈ {a, b}∗. Therefore
one can take any b j with
|(PnonVb) jψ¢wa| ∈ ￿µ, µ + ξ) .
Thus the bounded sequence {(PnonVb) jψ¢wa} has a limit point. There will also be another integer
k ≥ 1 such that |(PnonVb) j(ψ¢wa − (PnonVb)kψ¢wa)| < ξ. Combining this with the bounds
established above for |(PnonVb) jψ¢a| one can derive a constant, c￿ independent of the limit such
that when j = 0, |ψ¢wa − (PnonVb)kψ¢wa| < c￿ξ1/4. Hence there is another constant
|T¢wa$(|q0￿, 0, 0) − T¢wabk$(|q0￿, 0, 0)| < c￿￿ξ1/4.
As ξ can be made arbitrarily small, the probability of accepting a word in L is arbitrarily
close to that of accepting a word not in L, for example wabk. In other words, M cannot accept
L with bounded error.
￿
7.2.2 2-way MM-QFAs
MM-QFAs can be modified to accept all regular languages with bounded error, and some non-
regular languages (specifically the context free language Leq = {ambm |m ∈ N}), in a simple
way. Namely by allowing the tape head to move in both directions down the tape. These ma-
chines are known as 2QFAs. In this case, the transition function must be modified to encompass
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the probability of moving left, right, or not at all along the input tape. This makes the problem
of ensuring that the transition function is well formed, in that it induces a unitary transition
matrix, more complex. However necessary and suﬃcient conditions which the function must
satisfy in order to guarantee being well formed were found by Kondacs and Watrous in [74]:
•
￿
q￿ = δ
∗(q1,σ, q￿, d)δ(q2,σ, q￿, d) =
￿
1 if q1 = q2
0 otherwise
•
￿
q￿(δ∗(q1,σ1, q￿, 1)δ(q2,σ2, q￿, 0) + δ∗(q1,σ1, q￿, 0)δ(q2,σ2, q￿,−1)) = 0
•
￿
q￿ = δ
∗(q1,σ1, q￿, 1)δ(q2,σ2, q￿,−1) = 0
These conditions intuitively ensure logical reversibility, and that the rows and columns of
the induced transition matrix are orthogonal.
Rather than allowing the tape head to move both ways down the tape, computational power
can be gained simply by allowing the MM-QFA to pause on a tape square, becoming a PQFA.
I proved that the language Leq could be accepted by these automata in my MSc dissertation, by
employing ‘counting’ states which were designed to only reach the last square of the input at
the same time, thus allowing the QFT to transform them into the accepting state, if the number
of a’s was equal to the number of b’s. The same technique was also used to show that there
exists a PQFA accepting the context-sensitive languageLabc = {ambmcm |m ∈ N}. Clearly these
automata require a large number of computational states, in the next section we see that the
addition of ‘write-only memory’ enables QFAs to accept Leq and Labc with a limited number
of computational states.
7.3 QFAs with write only memory
AQuantum Finite Automaton withWrite OnlyMemory,M, a QFA-WOM hereafter, is defined,
in its simplest form, to be a 6-tuple:
(Q,Σ,Γ, δ, q0, F)
with Q being a finite set of states, and Σ ∪ { ¢, $ } being the tape alphabet as for MM-QFAs.
The WOM-tape alphabet is Γ, which also includes the empty string, #, and the empty symbol, ￿.
The initial state ofM is q0 and F ⊂ Q is the set of accepting states. During each computational
step the tape head ofM is restricted to move only right, but the WOM tape head is allowed to
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move left, l, right, r, or remain stationary, s where the set {l, r, s} is denoted D. The states Q
form a basis for the computational Hilbert space,HQ.
The possible states of the WOM tape are ordered pairs from the set Γ∗ × Nm where Γ∗ is
the Kleene closure of Γ. The set Nm is the set of natural numbers up to m = 2k, where k is
the length of the input word plus two for the end markers. The length of the input word limits
how far the WOM tape head can move from its initial position, as it is only allowed to move
one square during each computational step. As the tape head can move in any direction, its
current position must be indexed by n ∈ N in order to give the complete state of the WOM.
A basis for the Hilbert space of the WOM, HW, can be formed from the set Γ∗ × Nm. As
the computation is guaranteed to halt, because the QFA tape head always moves right and the
computation ends whenM reads the $ symbol,HW will be finite dimensional. The dimensions
ofHW accessed by the QFA-WOM will depend on the precise instantiation of and input toM
and has upper bound 2m|Γ|, because during each step any γ ∈ Γ can be written to the WOM
tape and then the head can move in one of two directions or stays still. The space HW can
be interpreted physically as an environment which the QFA can interact with in a precisely
controlled manner.
In [119] they introduce variations of WOM. For instance, one can allow the tape head
to move in one direction only, in which case we have a QFA with a push-only stack, or a
QFA-POS. In this case the dimension of the Hilbert Space will be equal to the length of the
input string multiplied by |Γ|. One can simplify the model further by using an increment only
counter rather than a tape, to make a QFA-IOC. Please note that the QFA-WOM and the vari-
ations introduced here are a simplification of the QFA-WOM introduced in [119] which also
incorporates a finite register.
The transition function, δ whenM is in state q reading symbol σ is specified by
δ(q,σ) =
￿
(q,σ,d)∈Q×Σ×D (q,σ, q￿, γ, d)(q￿, γ, d).
where (q,σ, q￿, γ, d) = a for a ∈ C. This gives the amplitude of the transition from state q as
the QFA tape head reads the symbol σ to q￿ whilst writing symbol γ to the WOM tape and
moving the WOM tape head in direction d. To ensure that the evolution is unitary it must be
the case that
￿
(q,σ,d)∈G×Σ×D |δ(q,σ, q￿, γ, d)|2 = 1.
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One can interpret δ as changing the state ofM to q￿, writing γ ∈ Γ to the WOM tape and
moving the WOM tape head in direction d. After δ has been applied the QFA tape head moves
one square to the right. In order forM to be well-formed the transition matrices, Uσ, induced
by δ for each symbol of Σ, must be unitary. The entries ofUσ are specified from values of δ, but
it is easier to consider the action of this operator as two separate operations. One, UQσ , which
operates only on the QFA states and the other UWσ controls the evolution of the WOM. The
operator UWσ enables the QFA to control the WOM-tape, as the state of the QFA is updated
before the WOM tape is written to, we have Uσ = UWσUQσ . The configuration of the QFA-
WOM is its internal state, the position of the input tape head and the contents and position of
the WOM tape head. If a configuration c j can be reached in one step from ci whilstM writes γ
onto the WOM tape and moves in direction d then the (i, j)’th entry of Uσ is nonzero.
As the QFA and the WOM-tape are initially uncorrelated, we can assume without loss of
generality that the initial state of the WOM tape is |#k￿, that is the empty string in the k’th tape
square. Therefore the initial state ofM is |ψint￿ = |qi￿ ⊗ |#k￿. After the operator Uσ is applied,
the state ofM is a vector in the Hilbert space HQ ⊗HW of the form |ψQW￿ = ￿ j,p a j,p|q j,wp￿
where a j,p = α jβp where α j and βp are the coeﬃcients of the vectors |q j￿ ∈ HQ and |wp￿ ∈ HW
respectively.
After the state transition from the $ symbol had been made, the state of the QFA must be
measured. The measurement is applied to reduced density operator ρQ = TrW(ρQW) where TrW
is the partial trace over the WOM subsystem. M is said to have made an accepting computation
if the state ofM is measured to be in a state q ∈ F at the end of its computation. Whilst the term
‘write-only memory’ may imply that we cannot measure or deduce the state of the WOM, this
is not the case. In fact, as we will see in Section 7.4 below, knowing what state the WOM will
be in, and therefore when interference between computational states can occur, is important in
designing algorithms for the QFA-WOM. The term refers to the memory from the perspective
of the QFA-WOMs transition function, which can write to the memory, but whose value never
depends on the state of the WOM.
A schematic representation of a possible first transition of a QFA-WOM which accepts the
language Lrev = {wcwr |w ∈ {a, b}∗}, [119], omitting the part using the register, can be seen in
Figure 7.1. This QFA-WOM operates in a very similar way to the one in the example given in
Section 7.4 below, with a suitably increased input and WOM-tape alphabet.
QFA-WOMs and MM-QFAs could appear to be two sides of the same coin, as they involve
two diﬀerent methods of describing environmental interactions. However, due to the fact that
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Figure 7.1: Schematic diagram of a QFA-WOM transition. Part a)
shows the QFA-tape, where the input word is read, the red square
shows the tape head position. b) shows the initially empty WOM-
tape. After this transition it splits into an equal superposition of the
tape head having written ’a’ and moved one square right, and having
moved without writing a symbol. c) shows part of the state diagram,
the arrow going into state |q0￿ indicates that this is the initial QFA
state; arrows going from it are possible transitions. In this case the
state goes to 1√
2
(|q1￿ + |p1￿).
the measurements performed during the computation of an MM-QFA are on space HQ ⊗ Zl,
not the computational basis space, this is not the case. Additionally, the entire evolution of
the QFA-WOM is unitary, whereas due to the projections, every computational step of an
MM-QFA may be non unitary. Only those steps where the projection operator is the identity
will give rise to unitary evolution. A direct comparison between MM-QFAs and QFA-WOMs
would shed light on what type of open system dynamics may be most beneficial in a quantum
computer, but due to the subtleties in the models such a comparison would be diﬃcult.
7.4 Example QFA-WOMs
To complete the introduction to QFA-WOMs, I now show that QFA-WOMs are more powerful
than standard QFAs, by proving they accept the context-free language Leq with bounded error.
Whilst the conclusion that WOM adds computational power is not original, as it is shown in
[119], the algorithm described here is, though it is based on the same techniques used in [119].
Additionally, the formulation of QFA-WOMs used here is not quite identical to the original
definition, as mentioned above, that also includes a finite register, so we prove that not all of
the structure added to the QFA in [119] is required in order to gain computational power.
Theorem 7.4.0.1. There exists a QFA-WOM which accepts the language Leq with bounded
error.
Proof. Call the QFA-WOM we are consideringM and let Q = {q0, q1, q2, q3, q4, q5}, F = {q0}
and Γ = {a}. Define δ in the following way:
δ(q0, ¢) = 1√2 (q0, ￿, 0) +
1√
2
(q1, ￿, 0)
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δ(q0, a) = (q0, a,+1) δ(q1, a) = (q1, ￿, 0)
δ(q0, b) = (q3, ￿, 0) δ(q1, b) = (q2, a,+1)
δ(q3, b) = (q3, ￿, 0) δ(q2, b) = (q2, a,+1)
δ(q3, a) = (q4, ￿, 0) δ(q2, a) = (q5, ￿, 0)
δ(q4, a) = δ(q4, b) = (q4, ￿, 0) δ(q5, a) = δ(q5, b) = (q5, ￿, 0)
δ(q3, $ ) = 1√2 (q0, ￿, 0) +
1√
2
(q3, ￿, 0) δ(q2, $ ) = 1√2 (q0, ￿, 0) − 1√2 (q3, ￿, 0)
To show the result, first consider inputs of the required form. Upon reading the beginning
marker symbol the state splits into a superposition. The q0 state counts the number of a￿s
appearing before the first b in the input by writing each occurrence of an a to the WOM tape.
The q1 state does nothing until it reaches a b. Upon reaching the first b the q0 state transitions
into state q3 and writes nothing further to the WOM tape. The q1 state transitions into state q2
and writes an a to the WOM tape. For the rest of the input, q2 writes another a each time, and
does not make a state transition. Therefore upon reading the end marker symbol, both parts of
the superposition will have the sameWOM tape contents, a string of a’s which is half the length
of the input, and hence constructive interference can occur, resulting in the computational state
being q0 with certainty, as required.
For inputs not of the form ambn, the two parts of the superposition will have diﬀerent
associated WOM-tape contents, so cannot constructively interfere. Hence the input will be
accepted with probability 1/2. In the case where we have inputs where an a occurs after the
first b the QFA transitions into rejecting states, and the probability of accepting is zero. ￿
Corollary 7.4.0.1. There exist QFA-WOMs accepting languages of the formL = {ambmcm...|m ∈
N}.
Proof. The construction above has states which indicate when transitions to new symbols have
been made, which use the WOM to count the number of new symbols and enter into rejecting
states if symbols which should not be occur at a given position of the input word are read.
Simply augment the set of computational states to allow for equivalent such states for each
additional symbol in the language. ￿
7.5 Quantum walks as QFA-WOMs
I will now show that the QFA-WOM as formulated above is simply a discrete time quantum
walk and show one of the algorithms from [119] as quantum walk in order to elucidate the
mapping. First, I specify what conditions, in general, must be fulfilled in order to map a QFA
onto a quantum walk:
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1. An encoding of the computational states, which will automatically encode qi and q f .
2. An encoding of the input.
3. An operation which replicates the final probability distribution of states in HC ⊗HV as
is produced in HQ, the space whose basis is the set of computational states of the QFA,
for a specific input.
To model the QFA-WOM, in addition to the above conditions we must find:
1. An encoding of the WOM-tape.
2. An operation which replicates the final probability distribution of states in HC ⊗HV as
is produced inHQ ⊗HW for a specific input.
If we have a time dependent coin, then the mapping is direct. We can identify HQ with
HC and HW with HV , so the computational states are the coin states, and the WOM state is
the position state. In this case, the encoding of the input is in the sequence of coin operators
applied. Acceptance of the input is determined by measurement of the final coin state. This
formulation of the QFA-WOM helps to elucidate the role of the WOM, controlling when inter-
action between computational states can occur by only allowing them to interact when they are
both at the same position of the graph structure which represents the possible configurations of
the WOM and the relations between them. Whilst the examples of the operation of the WOM
given here are all based on an interferometer, as there are more ways for diﬀerent parts of the
superposition of the quantum walker to end up at the same node of a graph, it is possible that
this formulation will lead to more sophisticated algorithms for the QFA-WOM.
A more concrete example of how this mapping works is shown schematically in Figure 7.2
for a walk accepting the language Lrev = {wcwr |w ∈ {a, b}} where wr denotes the word w
reversed. For clarity, only edges and coin states required at each step of the computation are
shown. In this example, an accepting computation is simply a quantum walk between antipodal
nodes of a cycle. The walker traverses each side simultaneously. If the input is in the language
accepted, then the walkers end up at the same node. If the input is not in the language accepted,
then the walk will not take place on a cycle. Instead, it is simply a walk on the line, with the
two parts of the superposition moving deterministically further away from each other at each
step.
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Figure 7.2: The computation of a QFA-WOM accepting Lrev on word abcba
The graph structure induced by the WOM will be, in the most general case, multiply con-
nected. The number of connections between each node will be equal to |Q|. In practise, some
of the coin states at each node will never contain amplitude so they can be omitted. The over-
all structure of the induced graphs is restricted by its interpretation as possible configurations
of symbols on a tape. We cannot, for instance, jump from a vertex which represents the ini-
tial configuration of the WOM to one representing a string of length greater than one. As
every time the coin state splits into a superposition, the WOM-tape splits too, the graph will
generally have a branching structure, with branches meeting when separate parts of the QFA
superposition have the same WOM-tape contents and head position. If the coin state evolves
without updating the WOM-tape, then the graph will have self loops. As we are identifying the
computational states with coin states, a QFA would just be a single node with many self loops.
7.5.1 Walks with a time independent coin
The mapping between the QFA-WOM and the quantum walk requires a time dependent coin
in order to account for the input. A time independent coin can be used if we restrict inputs to a
unary alphabet. In this case, the input simply determines the number of steps that the walk is
run for, though the beginning and end marker symbols must now be incorporated into the coin
operation or the graph structure. As crucial state transitions are made from both end marker
symbols, they cannot be omitted even though we know how many steps to run the walk for,
and therefore when the end of the input word has been reached. In the example below, the end
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Figure 7.3: The quantum walk and QFA-WOM accepting the unary version of the language Leven
marker symbols are not required so this problem is not tackled. The way to specify the coin
and graph structure must be independent of the length of input otherwise the problems may be
solved by this specification, rather than the quantum walk itself.
Moving to a unary language may seem to heavily restrict the types of problems a computer
can solve, however this is not necessarily the case as there are simple algorithms to convert be-
tween binary and unary representations of strings [121]. The choice of the number of symbols
aﬀects the complexity of subsequent computations rather than their inherent computability. It is
not always the case that languages expressed in a unary alphabet take longer to recognise than
their binary representations, but if the model of computation being used to evaluate strings
for membership in the language is a one way model, and strings in the unary representation
are longer than their binary counterparts, this will be the case. In general, unary languages
are more often used to derive complexity results rather than computability results for specific
computational paradigms [122; 123].
A simple example of a unary language is Leven = { 0k | k is even }. In binary this language
is represented by the regular expression {a, b}∗a, which, as we saw in Theorem 7.2.1.1, cannot
be accepted with unbounded error by an MM-QFA.
Theorem 7.5.1.1. There exists a QFA-WOM accepting Leven
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Proof. Take the QFA-WOM with Q = {q0, q1, q2, q3, q4}, q0 being, as usual, the initial state
and F = {q0, q2, q3}. The transition function is specified as follows:
δ(q0) = 1√2 (q4, ￿, 0) +
1√
2
(q1, a,+1)
δ(q4) = (q2, a,+1) δ(q1) = (q3, ￿, 0)
δ(q2) = (q4, ￿, 0) δ(q3) = (q1, a,+1)
As the input alphabet is unary, the input symbol argument has been removed from δ. As
the states q2 and q3 are obtained after the first two applications of δ, and every subsequent
second application of δ, the language is clearly accepted with certainty. The states q2 and q3
cannot be reached after an odd number of steps, so inputs of odd length will be rejected with
certainty. ￿
Whilst it is not necessary for the proof that both accepting computational states occur at the
same position, this reduces the number of nodes required in the graph structure. The quantum
walk version of this QFA-WOM is a diamond chain. All of the coins but the first are permuta-
tion operators. A schematic diagram of the walk, along with its translation into the QFA-WOM
is shown in Figure 7.3.
7.6 Conclusion
We have seen how the addition of diﬀerent types of heavily controlled environments increase
the computational power of QFAs. In the case of MM-QFAs, projections are applied meaning
that the evolution is no longer purely unitary. The advantage of these projection operators could
be clearly seen in the use of the T operator (see equation 7.2), as portions of the amplitude are
eﬀectively disregarded in the computation. Accumulated accepting and rejecting probabilities
cannot be reintroduced into the non-halting subspaces, so diﬀerent properties of the input can
be tested simultaneously without interference. However, whilst MM-QFAs are more compu-
tationally powerful than QFAs, their one way incarnations are still very limited in the types of
problems they can solve, even if we allow for unbounded errors. They are, however, poten-
tially more physically relevant, as environmental interaction, which is in practise very diﬃcult
to avoid, is built into the model.
The evolution of the QFA-WOM is purely quantum, though the QFA itself enters into a
mixed state. QFA-WOMs have been shown to can accept, with certainty, context-free and
context-sensitive languages. The advantage of the WOM is that it enables control over when
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interference between computational states can occur. In the examples both here and in [119]
this feature is only used in the last step of the computation so the full capabilities of this type
of memory may not yet have been realised. As they are a new model of quantum computation,
there are many open questions regarding the QFA-WOM. For example, thus far all the QFA-
WOMs studied only allow the input tape head to move in one direction along the tape. As this
modification increases the power of other QFAs, it may increase the power of the QFA-WOM.
Determining precisely which languages are accepted with bounded and unbounded error will
enable better comparison with other quantum computers. Establishing lower bounds for the
number of states, and the size of the WOM alphabet would indicate whether the WOM gives
any advantage beyond the ability to accept more languages.
By noting the equivalence between QFA-WOMs and quantum walks, I have found alter-
native frameworks for either to be investigated in and elucidated the role of the WOM. This
provides a new way of viewing quantum walks as quantum computers, by expressing them in
terms of the language acceptance model of computation rather than the circuit model. By re-
stricting attention to unary languages, a quantum walk can simulate a QFA-WOM with a time
independent coin. In the following chapter, I will give examples of quantum walks solving
language acceptance problems with a time independent coin and no such restrictions on the
size of the alphabet.
The motivations for examining both variations of QFAs and quantum walks is not purely
intellectual. Existing experimental implementations of quantum computers are far more similar
to QFAs than to quantum Turing machines, so by studying them we can learn more about which
problems it is currently practically feasible to solve with a quantum computer. Equally, discrete
time quantum walks have been experimentally realised in a variety of ways [124; 125], some
of which are capable of performing over 100 timesteps [124]. So far, these are typically walks
on the line, or on a two dimensional lattice. However as a high degree of control over the coin,
and protection from decoherence, can be obtained there is no reason not to be confident that
walks over more complex structures are feasible.
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Chapter 8
Language recognition
8.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we saw that quantum walks can solve language acceptance problems
via their equivalence to the QFA-WOM. In this case, we must either use a time dependent
coin or a unary alphabet. Due to the fact that the discrete time quantum walk using a time
independent coin is a computational primitive, we know that it must be possible to use it to
solve arbitrary language acceptance problems. In this chapter I show two ways of using the
quantum walk to solve precisely these sorts of problems. This provides a new way in which
to view quantum walks as performing quantum computations. As mentioned in the previous
chapter, the fact that quantum walks have been experimentally realised to a large number of
steps [125] motivates the investigation of quantum walks as quantum computers.
Long before the proofs that the continuous and discrete time quantum walks are universal
for quantum computation, it was known that they had algorithmic applications. For example,
the quantum walk search algorithm has been extensively studied [11; 12; 41], and the faster hit-
ting times have been exploited [26; 28; 126]. The algorithmic applications have been used to
prove complexity bounds, for example, the time taken to evaluate an AND-OR formula [127].
The purpose of the work presented in this chapter is to extend the applications of the discrete
time quantum walk to novel computational problems. As mentioned in Chapter 7 it is possible
that there is an indirect mapping from quantum Turing machines to quantum walks via the
quantum cellular automaton, but this has not been investigated. Also one can potentially use
the known equivalence between the quantum Turing machine and the quantum circuit model
to apply the results from [23] to language acceptance problems, finding a direct mapping pro-
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vides a more intuitive understanding of this application of quantum walks. Furthermore, using
either possible route to equivalence with the Turing machine would require clarification and
extensions of the proofs. For example, the proof of equivalence between the quantum Turing
machine and the circuit model from [76] applies to circuit families, and makes no reference to
the specific unitaries used for the gates. Therefore to use this equivalence the proof would need
to be reformulated in terms of specific unitaries, and the notion of the circuit family would need
to be formulated in terms of the quantum walk model.
This chapter introduces two ways in which quantum walks can solve language acceptance
problems by constructing walks which accept specific languages. These walks are shown nu-
merically to have the required properties, and in two cases alternative walks which admit simple
analytic proofs are given. First, in Section 8.2 the requirements which a walk would have to ful-
fil for it to be considered to accept a language are stated. Then in Section 8.3 the first method,
which processes the entire input simultaneously, and the techniques used to analyse all follow-
ing walks, are described. The walks induced using this type of method are shown to accept
languages from diﬀerent places in the Chomsky hierarchy. These walks are particularly suited
to accepting languages with at most one word of each length, but they are also shown to accept
languages with more than one word of each length in Section 8.3.1. Instead of processing each
input symbol simultaneously, it is possible to process each symbol in turn, and this case is dealt
with in Section 8.4. These walks can be used to accept specific words using only permutation
operators for the coin, so the graph structure itself is used to determine whether the input is of
the required form. Entire languages are then considered, and I show by example that this can
be more eﬃcient than using the permutation scheme for words in the language.
8.2 Requirements of language acceptors
In order for anything to be considered to perform a computation, an input and an output are
required, as well as a way to manipulate the input in order to generate the output. As we are
specifically looking to apply the quantum walk to language recognition problems, the input
must represent a string, and the output must allow us to determine whether or not the string
was in the language we are recognising. Whilst there may be some freedom in choosing the
encoding of the input, it is diﬃcult to see how the output can be determined by anything but
a measurement of the state of the walker. Once the input and output have been formulated
a graph structure and coin operations which generates an appropriate output from the input
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must be found. There are a variety of ways that this can be done and in this chapter I use the
state of the walker itself as an input, starting in a superposition. First I distribute the input along
diﬀerent nodes so that the entire word is operated on simultaneously. Then I show that the input
symbols can be fed into the graph structure one after another. These ways of initialising the
walk could potentially be implemented using a multiport interferometer, modulated to enable
diﬀerentiation between a and b inputs. Most of the work presented in this chapter deals with
languages from a binary alphabet, however the models developed are not restricted to using
only two input symbols, and using larger alphabets enables me to indicate how the walks can
accept context-sensitive languages.
The simplest way to deal with the output appears to be to designate an ‘accepting node,’
which all accepting amplitude should be directed to. This also oﬀers potential practical ad-
vantages, as determining acceptance then equates to measuring the position of the walker. The
problem then is to find graph structures and sets of coin operations which, upon a string from
the language the walk is designed to accept, transports a high proportion of amplitude to the
accepting node. If the remaining amplitude can be redirected to another, rejecting, node then
the accepting and rejecting conditions can be inverted to allow the same walk to accept both
its language and its complement- the set of words not in that language. Choosing these meth-
ods of input and acceptance relates the language acceptance problem to perfect state transfer
problems, see, for example [29; 30; 84].
8.3 Spatially distributed input
In this type of walk the input will initially be distributed along diﬀerent nodes of the graph
which are all operated on simultaneously. There are two nodes for each input symbol with
alternate nodes representing a or b. The length n of the input must be known. For each input
symbol σ at position j in the input string, the node 2 j is populated with amplitude 1/
√
n if
σ is an a and 2 j + 1 contains amplitude if it’s a b. The structure of the graph and coin for a
walk testing whether a word is in a given language must be specifiable in terms of n only. This
ensures that small computational overheads are required to initialise the walk. Representing
the input like this is reminiscent of the techniques used in quantum fingerprinting [128], as the
size of the HIlbert space used to represent a word from a binary alphabet is 2n where n is the
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Figure 8.1: Graphs required to accept a) Leq and b) Lab with each input symbol being operated on
simultaneously. Grover coins of the appropriate dimensions are used at each vertex. Amplitude encodes
a word which will be accepted by the walk. Edges join only at nodes indicated by black circles
length of the word, rather than 2n. Quantum fingerprinting is used to determine whether two
strings are equal using their ‘fingerprints’ alone. The fingerprints are exponentially smaller
than the original words, but this gain results in a small probability of error when determining
if strings are equal. It is possible that the probability of error in determining whether a word is
in the language accepted by a given quantum walk occurs in a manner analogous to the case of
quantum fingerprinting, and is hence a result of representing the input in a Hilbert sapce which
is exponentially smaller than the Hilbert space of all possible inputs.
Once the input is intialised the walk is then run for a specified number of steps. When
the initial state encodes a word in the language accepted by the walk, the amplitude should be
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directed to the designated ‘accepting node.’ If a word not in the language accepted is encoded
in the initial state then less of the amplitude will be directed towards the accepting node, so we
are looking for acceptance with bounded error. The modulus squared of the final amplitude at
the accepting node yields the probability of acceptance.
Acceptance of the empty set, empty string, and singleton symbols is trivial. For the empty
set and string, specify a graph with a single, accepting, node. For the singleton symbols, simply
connect only that symbol to the accepting node and use permutation operators for the coin. Less
trivially, these walks are most easily used to swiftly accept languages which contain at most
one word of each length, so the graph tests for that specific word. Examples of such languages
are the context free language Leq = {ambm|m ∈ N} and the regular language Lab = {(ab)m|m ∈
N} = {ab}∗ and graphs accepting them can be seen in Figure 8.1. The design of these graphs
was informed by the previous work in this thesis concerning perfect state transfer, particularly
using the Grover operator.
The input is accepted with certainty if it is in the language accepted by the walk. The
probability of accepting words not in the language depends precisely on the string, but will for
strings of length n > 1 be less than or equal to 2/n2. Acceptance with certainty can also be
achieved without using the Grover operator, by simply connecting the input nodes where there
should be amplitude if the input is in the language accepted by the walk to the accepting node.
However, in this case there is no way for amplitude to be transmitted away from the accepting
node if the input is not in the language accepted by the walk, hence the probability of accepting
these inputs is higher. For a word of the form ambm−1a the probability of accepting will be
1 − 1√n , which is in general higher than the probability of accepting words not in the language
in the walk using the Grover operator.
In both of these walks the input is processed in three full steps of the walk, regardless
of length. However the gains in time complexity are at the expense of spatial complexity. For
inputs of length n the walks accepting Leq and Lab require 4n+3 nodes. The graph from Figure
8.1 a) can be extended to accept the archetypal context-sensitive languageL = {ambmcm|m ∈ N}
(see Chapter 9 for further details) and b) to accept L = {(abc)m|m ∈ N} = {abc}∗. In this case
we must extend the model to deal with more than two input symbols which will involve a
corresponding increase in the number of nodes required.
The properties of the walks over the graphs indicated in Figure 8.1 were investigated by
simulating them in Python for all possible inputs up to a given length. For both languages the
results were very similar so I limit the discussion to Leq here.
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For the analysis of the walk accepting Leq and all subsequent walks the Jaro distance [129;
130] between the input and the closest word to a word in the language under consideration for
that length was also calculated. The Jaro distance of strings w1 and w2:
d j =
￿
0 if m = 0
1
3(
m
|w1 | +
m
|w2 | +
m−t
m ) otherwise
(8.1)
with m being the number of matching characters, characters which occur in both strings, in
the same order, within a certain distance determined by the length of the strings. The value of
t, the number of transpositions, is obtained by dividing the number of characters which diﬀer
by sequence order by 2. The three parts to the equation calculate the ratios of the number of
matching characters to the lengths of w1 and w2 and then the ratio of non-transpositions to
matching characters.
The Jaro distance was selected as it always has values between 0 and 1, with 1 indicating
that two words are equal, hence it was easy to compare to the probability of acceptance. In the
case of even length inputs, the Jaro distance between that input and the word from Leq of that
length was calculated. For odd inputs with length n the word was compared to the word in Leq
of length n − 1. The results for the first 200 strings are illustrated in Figure 8.2 (a). The points
at which both curves peak are at the position of the words ab, aabb, aaabbb. As the languages
considered do not have words of each possible length, in order to test inputs of any possible
length a distance metric which can compare strings of diﬀerent lengths was required, hence the
use of the Jaro distance, rather than, say, the Hamming distance.
The disparity between the Jaro distance and the probabilities of acceptance for words not
in Leq arises from the design of the algorithm, which requires a low probability of acceptance
for any word not in the language, regardless of how close that word is to a word in Leq. Hence
the probability of acceptance cannot be used as a good measure of how close the input word is
to one in in that language in cases where it is not equal to 1.
The constructions used here are based on the fact that a d dimensional Grover operator:
Gd =

2−d
d
2
d · · · 2d
2
d
2−d
d · · · 2d
...
...
. . .
...
2
d
2
d · · · 2−dd

(8.2)
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with d even, transmits all amplitude to the ‘leaving’ coin states of a vertex if the amplitude is
initially evenly (with respect to both magnitude and phase) distributed between n/2 ‘entering’
coin states. In other words:
Gd

α
α
...
α
0
...
0
0

=

0
0
...
0
α
...
α
α

(8.3)
The deterministic evolution that the Grover operator can produce was used to design the
‘wires’ which transmitted the amplitude between gates in [23]. This evolution can also be
exploited to generate walks accepting with certainty other languages such as Ltwin = {ww|w ∈
{a, b}∗} and Lrev = {wwr |w ∈ {a, b}∗} where wr denotes the symbols of w in reverse order.
It is simple to prove that the discrete time quantum walk accepts the languages Leq and Lab
with certainty if we use a slightly diﬀerent graph, which requires an increase in the number
of nodes required by the graph accepting the walk. The graphs are shown in Figure 8.3. For
the walk accepting Leq the probability of acceptance for the first 200 strings using both graph
structures is plotted in Figure 8.2. Whilst both walks shown to accept Leq peak at the index
indicating a string in the language, and go to zero for words sharing no symbols with the word
in Leq of that length, their behaviour on intermediate words is quite diﬀerent. This is due
to the fact that on the walk over the graph depicted in Figure 8.2 (b), if a single coin state
is populated at one of the four dimensional nodes, which will not happen for inputs in Leq,
half of the amplitude is always directed back towards the input nodes. In the case of the walk
over the graph shown in Figure 8.1 the proportion of amplitude directed back to the input nodes
depends on howmany coin states are populated, which is determined by the number of symbols
the input is wrong by.
Proposition 8.3.0.1. The language Leq is accepted with certainty by the graph and choice of
operators shown in Figure 8.3 (a). Words not in the language are accepted with bounded error.
Proof. Words in Leq: The result follows by induction on m. For the base step, simple calcu-
lation and Equation 8.3 shows that ab will be accepted with certainty. For the induction step,
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(a)
(b)
Figure 8.2: Probability of acceptance for (a) first walk detecting wordLeq for the first 200 strings (black)
and (b) the second walk accepting the same language. The Jaro distance between the input word and an
appropriately sized word from Leq is indicated in red.
suppose that a word ambm is accepted with certainty, and consider the word am+1bm+1. Due to
the construction of the graph, every pair aibi+m where i ≤ m is treated independently, so by the
induction hypothesis all amplitude from the first m a’s and b’s is transmitted to the accepting
node. The calculation to show that all amplitude from the subsequent pair of a’s and b’s is
identical to the base step.
Words not in Leq: As there is no path between the input nodes representing symbols which do
not occur in words from Leq, their amplitudes cannot contribute to the accepting probability.
To prove the acceptance is with bounded error, consider a word which diﬀers from a word in
Leq by one symbol, for example ambm−1a. This will be accepted with the maximum possible
probability for a word not in Leq. The amplitude from the final a cannot be transmitted to the
accepting node, so the word cannot be accepted with probability pacc > 1 − 12m . Additionally,
after step one of the walk the amplitude from the m’th a goes to the Grover operator, and now
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(a)
(b)
Figure 8.3: Graphs accepting (a) Leq and (b) Lab used in proof of Proposition 8.3.0.1 and Corollary
8.3.0.1
some of this amplitude will be transmitted back to the input node:

− 12 12 12 12
1
2 − 12 12 12
1
2
1
2 − 12 12
1
2
1
2
1
2 −12


1√
2m
0
0
0
 =

− 12
1
2
√
2m
1
2
√
2m
1
2
√
2m
 (8.4)
Hence the total probability of accepting ambm−1a is 1 − 12m − 14m . ￿
Corollary 8.3.0.1. The language Lab is accepted with certainty by the graph and choice of
operators shown in Figure 8.2 (b).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 8.4: (a) Graph accepting Lsingle and (b) the probability of accepting the first 200 strings (black)
along with the Jaro distance between each string and a string of the same length entirely composed of
a’s (red) and entirely composed of b’s (blue)
8.3.1 Accepting languages which contain more than one string of each length
The walks outlined above take advantage of the fact that the languages they accept are highly
structured, to the extent that it is only possible to have one word of a given length in these
languages. Whilst other languages which contain more than one word of each length such
as (Lrev and Ltwin) were mentioned, as their structure can be exploited in a similar way, it is
also possible to use quantum walks to accept languages with far less structure. In this section
I present two such examples, a walk accepting the language Lsingle denoted by the regular
expression {a}∗ ∪ {b}∗, which has two words of each possible length, and a walk accepting
Leven = {a, b}∗a.
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The walk accepting Lsingle exploits the Grover operator again, this time to ensure that if all
the input symbols are a or all the input symbols are b then all input amplitude will be directed
to the accepting node. The graph over which the walk takes place is shown in Figure 8.4 (a)
and the probability of accepting each string is shown in part (b). The walk accepts words in
the language with certainty. The acceptance is with bounded error. The strings not in Lsingle
with the highest probability of being accepted by the walk contain n − 1 a’s and a single b, or
vice-versa. The order of the symbols does not matter. In order to calculate the total probability
of a word of this form being accepted, we just add the contributions from the a and b symbols.
The contribution from the a symbols is (n2 − 2n + 1)/n3 and from the b symbol we have 1/n2
so the total probability of accepting words of this form is (1/n2)(2 + n2 − 2n).
The graph over which the walk accepting Leven takes place is shown in Figure 8.5 (a) and
the probability of accepting each string is shown in Figure 8.5 (b). This walk uses a biased
Hadamard operator at the central nodes:
Hbias =

￿
1
2n
￿
1 − 12n￿
1 − 12n −
￿
1
2n
 (8.5)
where n is the length of the input word. The acceptance is not with certainty, but it is with
bounded error. Words of length n in the language are accepted with probability (n−1)( 12n2(n−1)+
1
n (1 − 12n )), and words not in the language are accepted with probability n−1n (1 − 12n ).
Whilst the walks presented in this section both accept with bounded error, they generally
have far greater probabilities of accepting words not in the language accepted by the walk than
the examples presented in the previous section. The walk accepting Lsingle exploits the Grover
operator to ensure that when the input is of the correct form, all amplitude is transmitted to
the accepting node, but even when words are not in the language, this operator will transmit
some of the amplitude to the accepting node. Unlike the previous cases where this operator is
used, every node representing a possible input symbol is connected to the accepting node via
nodes at which the Grover operator acts, so amplitude from any input node can influence the
accepting probability.
In the case of the languageLeven the high probability of accepting words not in the language
occurs because the acceptance is determined by a single input symbol, the amplitude from
which is used to control the proportion of amplitude from other symbols that is directed to
the accepting node, but the coin operator always sends some amplitude to the accepting node
regardless.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 8.5: (a) Graph accepting Leven, with the operator at the central nodes given by Equation 8.5 and
(b) the probability of accepting the first 200 strings (black) along with the Jaro distance between each
string and the closest string from Leven (red)
Using a spatially distributed input allows for long words to be accepted with the same
number of operations as short words. However, the number of nodes required in the graph
structure grows, albeit linearly in the examples shown, with the length of the word. The number
of nodes required to accept a given language can be held constant regardless of input length if
each input symbol is fed into the structure in turn, so we now turn to this case.
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Figure 8.6: a) Graph structure and coins accepting language Lab b) Graph specifically accepting the
word of length 4 from that language
8.4 Sequentially distributed input
The input can be treated sequentially if we start with it along a chain with two links between
each node. The two symbols are represented:
a =

α
0
0
0
 b =

0
α
0
0
 (8.6)
The coin on this part of the graph is σx ⊗ I2, which simply swaps amplitude between the
‘leaving’ nodes of the current node to the ‘arriving’ nodes of the next node. These are then fed
into a graph which has either ‘accepting paths’ and ‘rejecting paths’ or ‘accepting nodes’ and
‘rejecting nodes.’ The total square of the modulus of the amplitude on the accepting node/path
gives the probability of accepting the input. The shape of the graph and the coins at each node
determine which words will be accepted.
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Figure 8.7: Probability of acceptance for walk detecting word from Lab for the first 200 strings (black).
The Jaro distance between the input word and an appropriately sized word from the language is indicated
in red.
The empty set and empty string are accepted trivially, as we can distinguish between no
walk occurring and all amplitude being rejected. Singleton symbols can be accepted by paths
of length 3 with the amplitude initially in the appropriate coin state of the central node and swap
operators between each node. In some cases, such as walks accepting specific strings of known
length, the only coins required are trivial swap operators, as in Figure 8.6 (b). More complex
languages require more complex graphs, such as that in Figure 8.6 (a), the graph accepting the
language Lab. This graph uses the Hadamard operator:
H =
 1√2 1√21√
2
−1√
2
 (8.7)
to determine whether each pair of symbols fed to it is of the form ab and moves the amplitude
from both symbols into the accepting path if they are of that form. Words in the language are
accepted with certainty and those not in the language are accepted with probability at least 1/2.
By adding m nodes rather than one to the path which amplitude from b’s goes into, this walk
can be modified to accept Leq.
Here we have another example of multiple graphs performing the same function, in this
case accepting a specific word. Either a specific graph or the graph accepting Lab can be used
to accept abab, as shown in Figure 8.6 (a) and (b). In the case tested for comparing whether
diﬀerent graphs accepting the same word, all words of length four, give rise to diﬀerent prob-
ability distributions, the probability of acceptance did not depend on the graph, however this
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property is not generally expected to hold. Here we can see that exploiting quantum properties,
using the Hadamard operator to control interference between diﬀerent parts of the amplitude
rather than swapping amplitude around so that it all arrives at the right place eventually, gains
us eﬃciency. The simple swapping version of the graph accepting abab has 8 nodes (discount-
ing the input nodes) and takes 6 steps to accept the word. Whereas the more general graph
not only accepts more words, but accepts abab in 5 steps. To accept longer words from Lab
using a permutation scheme rather than the graph using the Hadamard operator, more cycles
are required and the size of the graph increases accordingly.
I demonstrate the algorithms correctness enumeratively, but similarly to those in Section
8.4 this can be proven easily by induction on m, where m is the number of times the string
ab is repeated. Again the probability of accepting each input string was computed and was
plotted alongside the Jaro distance from the input word to a string of an appropriate length in
the language as can be seen in Figure 8.7. The points at which both values go to unity indicate
the positions of the word ab, abab, ababab.
8.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, two models of language recognising quantum walks have been discussed. Spe-
cific examples of such walks have been given, and shown numerically, and in some cases
analytically, to have the required acceptance properties. We have seen that there can be more
than one walk accepting a given language and that these have diﬀerent eﬀects on strings not
in the language accepted by the walk. In order to specify walks accepting, for instance, an
arbitrary regular expression, some way of choosing which walks to use to accept a given ex-
pression must be found. This would also be required for stating any definite complexity results.
In order to compare the walks with other standard models of computation in terms of language
acceptance, relations between the eﬃciency measures used here and other standard eﬃciency
measures such as the minimal number of computational states, or tape squares traversed, must
be found.
In addition to enabling comparison with other models of computation in terms of com-
putability and complexity, I hope that further development of the work initiated in this chapter
may shed light on formal languages in the context of quantum computation. In classical com-
putation there is a well defined hierarchy of formal languages. As mentioned in Chapter 3 this
hierarchy is called the Chomsky hierarchy. There are well understood mappings between the
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languages of the hierarchy and the computational models which accept them [70]. Currently
there is no quantum analogue of this hierarchy, and the fact that modifying QFAs can increase
the number of languages they can accept suggests that the quantum case will not be so clear cut.
The fact that very similar quantum walks can accept regular, context-free, and context-sensitive
languages highlights this. I hope that if it is possible to come up with quantum walks accepting
any formal language, comparison of the walks may clarify whether there is a quantum analogue
to the Chomsky hierarchy and how the languages might be grouped together in this case.
The two approaches discussed in this chapter may not be the only ways to specify quantum
walks such that they can be interpreted as accepting formal languages. It is not yet clear
what the most fruitful approach will be. A better understanding of the relative merits of using
spatially versus sequentially distributed inputs will be informative, and gaining insights into
their limitations may suggest further ways of specifying walks to recognise languages. Whilst
the examples in this chapter use the state of the walker to specify the input, there may be ways
of using the graph structure or coin operator to encode the input. There is less freedom in the
choice of the output, as the state of the walker is the only thing which would change during the
walk, so this must be used to determine whether the input is accepted, even if it did not initially
encode the input.
The choice of approach will depend on the intended applications of the walks. In the next
chapter we see that this work can be applied to the problem of quantum state discrimination. In
this case the spatially distributed input has a clear advantage: it is able to perfectly discriminate
orthogonal states, whereas the example given for the time sequential input accepts every input
with probability pacc ≥ 1/2 and hence cannot perform the task as well as a simple projective
measurement.
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Chapter 9
Quantum inputs and quantum state
discrimination
9.1 Introduction
The models of computation we have seen so far take classical inputs. In the circuit model,
inputs are either state |0￿ or |1￿, in the language acceptance model, the input is a specific word.
As the initial state of a quantum walk can be any quantum state, the language recognition
models from the previous chapter can be used to examine quantum inputs. Testing the walks
for diﬀerent types of inputs should increase our understanding of these computational models
and may suggest ways to increase their power. Furthermore, this is the first instance known to
me of a quantum computational model which can take quantum inputs, so exploring them may
provide new insights into the field of quantum computation as a whole.
In this chapter I outline a preliminary investigation into the use of quantum inputs. First
in Section 9.2 I give examples of the eﬀects of quantum inputs on the acceptance properties of
specific language accepting walks and note that the walks can then be interpreted as performing
a type of state discrimination. Then in Section 9.3 I note that with a binary alphabet, it is not
possible to have superpositions of more than two words. In Section 9.3.1 I give an example of
a walk which accepts a language from an alphabet of three symbols, and can take inputs which
are a superposition of three words. The results from these preliminary investigations suggest
a link to quantum state discrimination, and in Section 9.4 I revisit the example from Sections
9.2 and 9.3 to compare the state discrimination performed by the walk to the standard state
discrimination scenario.
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Figure 9.1: Probability of accepting state for walk detecting word from Lab using a superposition of
input word ‘abab’ with every other binary string of length 4 using the sequentially distributed input.
The results for the words ‘baaa’ and ‘bbba’ are shown by the red curve; the lower black curve shows
‘aaaa,‘ ‘bbbb’ and ‘bbaa’; the green curve depicts ‘baba’; blue shows ‘aabb,’ ‘baab’, ’abba’,‘babb’ and
‘aaba’ and the upper black curve shows ‘abbb’, ’abaa’, ‘aaab’, and ‘bbab.’
9.2 Superpositions of two words
The way the language accepting walks have been set up allows us to give them a quantum
input. Each symbol in the word can be in a superposition of a or b, xa+yb such that |x|2+ |y|2 =
α2. Superpositions of words, for example abab and bbbb can then be created by using the
appropriate superposition for each symbol in the word. Where symbols match, the amplitude
is allocated to that symbol as for the classical encoding. Where symbols do not match, the
amplitude is distributed between the a and b states accordingly.
As a preliminary investigation into using quantum inputs I tested the eﬀects of using a
quantum input on the acceptance probability for the walks accepting Lab using both the spatial
and sequential input versions. I then compared the two versions of the walk acceptingLeq using
the spatially distributed input. The results from spatially distributed inputs were very similar,
so again I limit discussion to Leq in this case. For the potential application of quantum inputs
developed in this chapter it is preferable to use spatially distributed inputs, as we can see from
Figure 9.1 showing results for the sequential input accepting Lab, all states are accepted with
probability pacc ≥ 1/2, so focus the discussion on the case of the spatially distributed input. I
tested each possible binary string of length four in superposition with the word of length four
from the languages accepted by the walks. As the weighting of the word from the language
accepted by the walk increases, the probability of acceptance increases.
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a) b)
Figure 9.2: Probability of accepting quantum inputs for walk detecting words from Leq using a super-
position of input word ‘aabb’ and every other binary string of length four using a) the walk using an
operator Gm and b) the walk using operator G2
For all the examples tested, the fifteen possible superpositions fall into four or five distinct
cases see Figures 9.2. Whether we get four or five cases, four cases always correspond to the
number of matching symbols between the words in the superposition. For example, in Figure
9.2 (a), the blue curve represents the probability of accepting a superposition between ‘aabb’
and the ‘orthogonal’ word ‘bbaa;’ the red curve represents the probability of accepting superpo-
sitions of ‘aabb’ and ‘abaa,’ ‘baaa,’ ‘bbba’ or ‘bbab’ and so on for the other two curves. Where
we get an additional curve, the ordering of the symbols aﬀects the acceptance probability. In
the walk acceptingLeq using theG4 operators, if there is an ‘a’ at position i and a ‘b’ at position
i + m then all amplitude from these symbols will be directed to the accepting node, giving rise
to the cyan curve of Figure 9.2 (b). In the other walk accepting this language, the positions of
‘a’s relative to ‘b’s does not aﬀect the accepting probability so we get the four curves based on
the number of matching symbols. The case for the sequential input walk accepting Lab is more
subtle, as both the ordering of words and the positioning of specific pairs in the work aﬀects
the acceptance probability. Words such as ‘baba’ are accepted with higher probability despite
sharing no symbols with the word of length four from Lab, because the walk does not take into
account the position in the word that a pair ‘ab’ occurs, so all the amplitude from this portion
of the word becomes accepting amplitude.
Using a quantum input frames the question of language acceptance in terms of quantum
state discrimination. If we have one of two states |ψ￿ and |φ￿, one of which encodes a word in
the language accepted by the walk, and the other does not, then we can gain information about
which state we had by seeing whether or not it is accepted by the walk. Another setup for using
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discrete time quantum walks to perform state discrimination by measuring at specific positions
is outlined in [131].
9.3 Superpositions of more than two words
In general, one may wish to distinguish between more than two states. In this case, a larger
alphabet is required, as superpositions of more than two words are always equal to one of
two words. This is because, when written in vector form, supepositions of three words do not
give rise to three linearly independent vectors, they can always be rewritten as two linearly
independent vectors. The words in the final superposition will have no overlap, and hence
be orthogonal states when representing the input to walks, as long as for each position in the
words, at least one word in the set considered has a diﬀerent symbol to the rest. For example:
1√
3
|aabb￿ + 1√
3
|bbaa￿ + 1√
3
|abab￿ =
￿
1+1
3 |a￿
1√
3
|b￿
 +

1√
3
|a￿￿
1+1
3 |b￿
 +

￿
1+1
3 |a￿
1√
3
|b￿
 +

1√
3
|a￿￿
1+1
3 |b￿
 =￿
2
3
|abab￿ + 1√
3
|baba￿
(9.1)
The words in the rewritten superposition can be perfectly distinguished by the walk accept-
ing Lab. When the words in the superposition do all share a symbol at a given position, it is
still the case that the superposition is equal to one of two words, but in this case they will not
be represented by orthogonal initial state vectors. Both parts of the superposition will have that
symbol at that position, for instance:
1√
3
|aaaa￿ + 1√
3
|bbaa￿ + 1√
3
|abab￿ =
￿
1+1
3 |a￿
1√
3
|b￿
 +

1√
3
|a￿￿
1+1
3 |b￿
 +

￿
1+1+1
3 |a￿
0|b￿
 +

1+1√
3
|a￿￿
1
3 |b￿
 =￿
2
3
|abaa￿ + 1√
3
|baab￿
(9.2)
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Figure 9.3: a) The graph accepting Labc, which uses the Grover operator at each node and b) the prob-
ability of acceptance for the first 200 strings (red) along with the Jaro distance between each string and
the string of the closest length from the language accepted
9.3.1 Expanding the alphabet
The walks developed in this thesis can be applied to state discrimination of sets of more than
two states. From a computer science perspective, there is no need to increase the alphabet, as
any language can be encoded in binary, but this will be required if we wish to develop a general
state discrimination scheme. Here I show that it is possible to use walks accepting languages
with a larger alphabet to discriminate between sets of more than two states. In particular I take
a walk which can discriminate between three states and show it has the desired properties. The
walk used accepts the context sensitive language Labc = {ambmcm|m ∈ N}. The graph required
to accept this walk is shown in Figure 9.3 a) and the probability of accepting for the first 200
strings of three symbols is shown in part b). Due to the fact that only strings of lengths which
are multiples of three can be accepted, and the large number of combinations of three symbols,
the only accepting peak shown on the graph is for the string ‘abc’. It is possible to prove
that this walk has the desired properties via induction on m, just as we saw for Leq and Lab
in Chapter 8. As seen in Figure 9.4, which shows the probability of accepting superpositions
of varying weights of the words ‘abc,’ ‘cab’ and ‘ccc,’ the properties of the walk in terms of
state discrimination are similar to those discussed in Section 9.2. The ‘orthogonal’ word is
discriminated perfectly, and the ability of the walk to discriminate between words depends on
the number of symbols they share. Hence ‘ccc,’ sharing one symbol with ‘abc,’ is accepted
with probability 1/3. In contrast to the case of superpositions of two words, if the walk rejects
the input, we cannot know with certainty whether we had ‘ccc’ or ‘cab.’
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Figure 9.4: The probability of accepting superpositions of ‘abc,’ ‘cab’ and ‘ccc,’ the profile of the ‘abc’
axis gives the probability of accepting a superposition of just ‘abc’ and ‘cab’ and the profile of the ‘cab’
axis gives the probability of accepting superpositions of just ‘cab’ and ‘ccc.’
9.4 Comparison of language acceptance and quantum state dis-
crimination
I now compare the outcomes of walks using quantum inputs to quantum state discrimination
by calculating the probability of correctly identifying what input word we had with the theo-
retical bound for correctly identifying which quantum state we had in the case of two specific
examples.
9.4.1 Distinguishing two states using the walk accepting Leq
Suppose that we are trying to distinguish whether a state encoded the word ‘aabb’ or ‘aaab.’
In the case of the Leq example in Section 9.2 acceptance of a word means that it could have
been ‘aabb,’ but it could also have been ‘aaab.’ If the word is rejected, then the word had to be
‘aaab’. Without running the walk multiple times to gain the exact probability of acceptance,
in which case the states can be distinguished unambiguously, a firm answer to the question of
which state we had cannot be obtained. It is possible, however, to calculate the probability that
we had ‘aabb’ or ‘aaab.’ If we know the prior probabilities of each word occurring, then the
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probability of the state having been ‘aaab’ can be calculated using Bayes theorem:
P(A|B) = P(B|A)P(A)
P(B)
(9.3)
The probability of the walk accepting ‘aaab’ can be calculated directly, to simplify formulae
I round it to 0.6 in the following calculations. It is also assumed that the prior probabilities are
equal for ‘aabb’ and ‘aaab,’ but this does not have to be the case. In the case where the walk
rejects the input, we have
P(‘aaab￿|re ject) = P(re ject|‘aaab
￿)P(‘aaab￿)
P(re ject)
=
0.4 × 0.5
0.2
= 1 (9.4)
as required. The probability of the walk rejecting is simply 1 − P(accept) where P(accept) is
the total probability that the walk accepts, given equal prior probabilities of either word, this is
1/2 + 0.6/2 = 0.8. In the case where the walk accepts, it is not possible to know exactly which
word we had, but the probability that we had either word can easily be calculated:
P(‘aaab￿|accept) = 0.6 × 0.5
0.8
= 0.375 (9.5)
P(‘aabb￿|accept) = 1 × 0.5
0.8
= 0.625 (9.6)
Hence even though it is not possible to know with certainty which word we had, information
has been gained. As the probability that the word was ‘aabb’ is greater than that of it being
‘aaab,’ we conclude that the word was ‘aabb’ in this case. As the probability that the word was
accepted was 0.8 and the probability that the word was ‘aaab’ is 0.375, the total probability
of making the wrong decision is 0.3. This is a much higher probability of error (PE) than that
established by the Helstrom bound [132]:
PE ≥ 1 − (1 − |￿ψ2|ψ1￿|
2)0.5
2
(9.7)
which comes to 0.169...when ψ1 and ψ2 are the appropriate vector representations of the words
‘aabb’ and ‘aaab.’
There is also another type of quantum state discrimination called ‘error-free’ or unambigu-
ous state discrimination. As the name suggests, in this case there is no probability of error, but
it is possible to have an inconclusive result. In our example, using the walk, the probability of
unambiguously distinguishing the state representing ‘aabb’ is 0, as if the computation accepts,
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the input could have been ‘aabb’ or ‘aaab.’ In the case of the rejection, we know unambigu-
ously that the state was ‘aaab.’ The probability of rejection in this case is 1/4. With equal prior
probabilities, the probability that the result is inconclusive is 0.5×1+0.5×0.75 = 0.875. Using
the unambiguous state discrimination scheme, the probability of an inconclusive result is
P? = 1 −
￿
j = 1, 2η jP j (9.8)
where the projection operator which unambiguously measures the state representing‘aabb’ is
indexed 1 and is represented by the matrix
P1 =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(9.9)
and P2, which unambiguously measures the state representing ‘aaab’ is represented by
P1 =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

. (9.10)
As the probability that the state can be discriminated unambiguously is one in both cases, the
probability of an inconclusive result is zero. Hence, in this case our scheme is not optimal
either. These are examples of very specific types of quantum state discrimination, applied to
states with a very specific form. Quantum state discrimination is a broad subject area, which I
have by no means covered exhaustively, for more detail please see [133].
9.4.2 Distinguishing three states using the walk accepting Labc
Similar calculations to those used above can be used for the example which took a superposi-
tion of three words. In this case we wish to distinguish whether we had ‘abc,’ ‘cab’ or ‘ccc’
assuming equal prior probabilities. In this case the total probability of accepting is equal to
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that of rejecting, namely 0.5. The following values are obtained for each word given a certain
outcome of the computation:
P(‘abc￿|accept) = 1× 130.5 =
2
3
(9.11)
P(‘ccc￿|accept) = 13× 130.5 =
4
9
(9.12)
P(‘ccc￿|re ject) = (1− 13 )× 130.5 =
4
9
(9.13)
P(‘cab￿|re ject) = 1× 130.5 =
2
3
(9.14)
In the case where the input is accepted, the probability of the input word having been ‘abc’ is
higher, so we assume that this was the state we had, with probability of error is 2/9. In the
case where the input is rejected, we conclude that we had ‘cab,’ with probability of error 1/3.
This makes the total probability of error very high, 5/9, but given that the computation will
always reject or accept, I use the specific probabilities in each of these cases to compare to
the results obtainable using standard state discrimination. To calculate the probability of error
using projective measurements we must evaluate
PE = 1 −
￿
j
η jT rΠ jρ j (9.15)
and as we have pure states we have that the probability of obtaining measurement result ω j
given initial state |ψ￿ it is the case that
P(ω j|ψ) = TrΠ jρ j = ￿ψ|Π jψ￿. (9.16)
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Taking the following vector representations of each word, and projection operators Π j:
|ψabc￿ = 1√3

1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

Πabc =

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(9.17)
|ψccc￿ = 1√3

0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1

Πabc =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

(9.18)
|ψcab￿ = 1√3

0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0

Πabc =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(9.19)
we get ￿ψabc|Πabc|ψabc￿ = 2/3, ￿ψccc|Πccc|ψccc￿ = 2/3 and ￿ψcab|Πcab|ψcab￿ = 1. Plugging
these values into Equation 9.16 gives 1 − 2/9 − 2/9 − 1/3 = 2/9. Hence in this case, when
the computation accepts, the probability of error is the same as when we use the projective
measurements indicated. When the computation rejects, the probability of error using the
language recognising walks is slightly higher than using the projective measurements. So
whilst the overall probability of making the wrong decision regarding which input word we
had is very large, the probabilities for specific computational outcomes are equal to, or only
slightly larger than, the probability of error using a natural choice of projection operators.
There is however, one obvious flaw to this scheme, in that there is no option to say that the
word was ‘ccc,’ which according to the prior probabilities, it will be one third of the time. This
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is due to the fact that there are only two outcomes from the computation. So from this example
we conclude that whilst the walks developed may be able to perform state discrimination tasks
with a relatively low probability of error, they must be modified to deal with cases where we
have more than two states.
If the prior probabilities are adjusted, the resulting scenarios can be worse still. Take, for
example, the probability of having ‘ccc’ being 0.8, and dividing the rest of the probability
equally between the other two words. In this case, if the walk accepts the input, we have
actually lost information about whether we had ‘ccc,’ as the probability of it being ‘ccc’ given
the walk accepted is 0.7272.... Information has been gained about whether we have ‘abc,’ but
we still conclude that we had ‘ccc.’ In the case where the walk rejects, the probability that we
had ‘ccc’ is 0.842..., so again we conclude that this was the input. In other words, in both cases
we get the same outcome. Analysing the walks in this way will never lead us to conclude that
we had any word but ‘ccc,’ but there was only a 0.8 prior probability of this being the case.
This suggests that great care must be taken if we attempt to modify these walks to distinguish
between more than two states, as in order to be useful the diﬀerent outcomes from the walk
must lead to diﬀerent conclusions about which state we had.
9.5 Conclusion
In this chapter I have performed a preliminary investigation of the eﬀects of quantum inputs
on the language acceptance properties of the quantum walks developed in the previous chapter.
We have seen that in order to have superpositions of more than two words, we need to have
an alphabet which contains more than two symbols. Though there are potentially various di-
rections in which research into diﬀerent types of inputs to the walks developed can be taken, I
have concentrated on using them as a potentially novel quantum state discrimination scheme.
In Section 9.4 I calculated the probability of correctly identifying which state we had in two
cases. In the first case, this was not optimal, whereas in the second case if we had an accept-
ing computation then the computation was able to distinguish one of the states as well as the
projection operators selected for the calculation could. This example illustrated the importance
of having more than two outcomes from the walk if we wish to discriminate between more
than two states, and guaranteeing that the diﬀerent outcomes of the walk will lead to diﬀerent
conclusions about which state we had.
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The first way in which I would like to develop this work is to see if there is any way to
reduce the accepting probability of words not in the language accepted by the walk, and hence
increase the probability of correctly identifying which state we had. I tried one method to re-
duce the accepting probability of words not in the language, by attaching a mirror image of
the graph accepting Leq and using another Grover operator at the accepting node. Concate-
nating the resulting graph structures does not aﬀect the probability of accepting words in the
language. The eﬀect of the Grover coin means that for words not in the language, amplitude
gets distributed evenly between the new coin states, and so is also deterministically transmitted
along the graph, thus the probability of accepting is not reduced. Whilst I have other potential
strategies: dividing the input amplitude between various copies of the same graph, or modify-
ing the accepting node, I have not yet had time to test these.
In order to fully develop the proposed novel state discrimination scheme, there is much
more work to be done. There are some large diﬀerences between language acceptance models
and state discrimination schemes which may need to be addressed. For example, clearly there
are only two possible outcomes to a computer solving a language acceptance problem: ‘accept’
and ‘reject.’ State discrimination schemes typically have more outcomes [133; 134], because
the number of possible outcomes must equal the number of possible states. For instance the
tetrad state discrimination scheme in [135] has four possible outcomes, reflecting the four
possible states.
Beyond looking into the apparent link between language acceptance and state discrimina-
tion, there may be applications which make more direct use of quantum inputs. Current com-
putability results concern classical inputs. Given that the input to a quantum computer must
be a quantum state, it seems natural to ask how the computer will be aﬀected if that state is in
a superposition. The work presented here gives a concrete way of investigating this. Ideally
more general language accepting walks would be used for this investigation, as this may enable
more general results. When developing walks with a view to devising new state discrimination
schemes, the choice of language accepted by the walk may be important. To perfectly distin-
guish orthogonal states, words which induce initial state vectors which are orthogonal to those
of words in the language must be rejected with certainty. In languages such as Leven = {a, b}∗a
this will not be the case, whereas, as we have seen in this chapter, it is for Leq.
Classical inputs can be grouped together into languages in a natural way. It is diﬃcult to
see how quantum inputs could be naturally grouped together, but generalising from a quantum
‘word’ to a quantum ‘language’ would be interesting from a theoretical perspective. From
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the preliminary investigation the quantum inputs separate themselves into distinct cases based
on how many symbols are shared between the words in the superposition. This may provide
one possible avenue to developing a quantum language. Naively, it appears that if we wish
to fully understand the implications of quantum inputs, we must be able to generalise them to
languages. This is because in the classical case, results concerning computational power are
formulated in terms of language acceptance, rather than the acceptance of specific words. A
wider and more detailed investigation of quantum inputs should inform us as to whether we do
indeed require a generalisation of the notion of quantum inputs.
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Chapter 10
Conclusion
I now summarise the main results from this thesis and indicate directions in which to take future
work. There are three main topics in this thesis: perfect state transfer in quantum walks over
graphs based on cycles, self avoiding quantum walks, and formal language recognition, and I
describe each of these in turn.
10.1 Perfect state transfer
In Chapter 4 I outlined the results of a systematic study of discrete time quantum walks on
graphs based on cycles containing four, six and eight nodes. The graphs examined included
up to four extra nodes. I was looking for perfect state transfer between antipodal nodes of the
cycle, and tested three coin operators. Of the choices of coin operator, the one which used
a permutation operator at nodes of degree two gave rise to most of the cases of perfect state
transfer. In general perfect state transfer was found to be very rare, and most of the instances
found involved cycles where only the antipodal nodes were modified. Some of these cases
worked by having an initial state such that the coin operator ensured that amplitude was only
transmitted to the nodes of the cycle after the first step of the walk, rather than the extra nodes.
Some of the modifications of C4 found to lead to quantum walks which exhibit perfect
state transfer could be generalised into families of graphs, and these were studied in detail in
Chapter 5. The continuous time walks over these structures were also found to exhibit perfect,
or very high amplitude state transfer. In one case it was possible to write down a simple analytic
expression for the time evolution of the walk, but the eigensystems of the two other families
did not admit easy analytic solutions. Some conditions for when perfect state transfer can take
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place have been discovered analytically for both the continuous and discrete time walk [46] but
necessary and suﬃcient conditions for when this transport can happen still need to be found.
10.2 Non-reversal quantum walks
In Chapter 6 a quantum walk using a new type of coin operator was introduced. The dynamics
of the walk using two versions of the shift operator, one where a particular coin state is a ‘going
right’ (left, up, down) state, and one which labels coin states by the edge which amplitude came
in from. I found that in contrast to other choices of coin operator, the expected position of the
walker and the standard deviation were independent of the initial coin states of an initially
localised walker. The moments depended only on the parameters used for the coin operator,
and in one case it was possible to prove this analytically. The self-avoiding coin used models
a dimer, modelling longer self-avoiding walkers is much more diﬃcult, but the eventual goal
would be to come up with a fully self-avoiding walk. There remain questions about the type of
coin used. For instance, if we use a diﬀerent geometry, in which case a coin of the appropriate
dimensions would be used, are the moments still independent of the initial condition?
10.3 Formal language recognition
Chapters 7 and 8 concerned the applications of quantum walks to computer science. In Chapter
7 I showed two ways in which quantum walks can accept a range of formal languages by direct-
ing amplitude from the input nodes to an accepting node. I showed that particular examples of
regular, context free and context sensitive languages can be processed with a small number of
steps using walks with a spatially distributed input. The walks with a sequentially distributed
input can be used to accept specific words using only permutation operators for the coin, but
in the example given smaller structures can be used to accept entire languages. There is a lot
of future work in this area, of particular interest to me is the development of walks which can
accept arbitrary formal languages. I would also like to explore other ways in which quantum
walks can be used to solve language acceptance problems.
The observation that the walks developed can take inputs which represent a superposition
of words, rather than specific words, lead me to investigate quantum inputs. It was found that
using these we can interpret language recognition as a type of quantum state discrimination.
Whilst the specific examples used did not perform optimal state discrimination, in one case
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due to the probability of error and in another due to the restriction imposed by only having
two outcomes from a computation, it may be possible to devise walks which can do this. This
would provide an exciting novel approach to this problem, as well as suggesting theoretical
links between formal language theory and quantum state discrimination.
10.4 Summary
I have presented work relating to apparently disparate aspects of the quantum walk, but they
have an underlying theme, namely they are all key ingredients to designing a quantum com-
puter. We must understand quantum transport if qubits are to move around during a computa-
tion. Clearly we must also have a good command of the underlying theoretical computational
model before we can implement a quantum computer based on that model. Finally, in order
to get any information from a computation, we must know the result of the computation, in
which case we must be able to distinguish between diﬀerent quantum states. The work pre-
sented in this thesis contributes to all these aspects of quantum computation, but leaves much
scope for future work. Studying the full capabilities of the language recognising walks and
developing the potential state discrimination scheme in more detail would lead to genuinely
novel approaches to these problems.
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Appendix A
Code example
Example code used to generate the shift and coin operators for an arbitrary graph, then run the
walk and calculate the probability of being at each node of the graph.
import numpy as np
from math import *
from numpy import dot
from math import sqrt
import pickle
from numpy.fft import fft
# function to find degree of node
def finddegree(adj):
# number of nodes is just length of adj
degrees = [0 for i in range(len(adj))]
for i in range(len(adj)):
number = 0
for j in range(len(adj[i])):
number += adj[i][j]
degrees[i] = number
return degrees
# function to list coin states for each edge on each vertex of the graph
def finddegrees(adj):
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# number of nodes is just length of adj
degrees = [0 for i in range(len(adj))]
for i in range(len(adj)):
number = 0
for j in range(len(adj[i])):
number += adj[i][j]
list = [0 for k in range(number)]
number2 = 0
for j in range(len(adj[i])):
if adj[i][j] == 1:
list[number2] = j
number2 += 1
degrees[i] = list
return degrees
# function to list the first coin state of each node in the graph
def firstnode(degree):
number = 0
array = [0 for i in range(len(degree))]
for i in range(len(degree)):
array[i] = number
number += len(degree[i])
return array
# function to create a DFT coin of appropriate dimension acting on each node
of the graph
def createcoin1(adj):
degrees = finddegree(adj)
# number of coin states is just sum of degrees.
number = 0
for i in range(len(degrees)):
number += degrees[i]
bigcoin = [[0 for i in range(number)] for j in range(number)]
# number to keep hold of index of parts of coin we have already populated
number = 0
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for i in range(len(degrees)):
deg = degrees[i]
mat = [[0 for j in range(deg)] for k in range(deg)]
for j in range(len(mat)):
mat[j][j] = 1
coin = fft(mat)
for j in range(len(coin)):
for k in range(len(coin[j])):
coin[j][k] = (1./sqrt(deg))*coin[j][k]
for j in range(len(coin)):
for k in range(len(coin)):
bigcoin[number+j][number + k] = coin[j][k]
number += deg
return bigcoin
# function to create a suitable shift operator from the adjacency matrix
of a graph
def createshift(adj):
degree = finddegrees(adj)
nodeindex = firstnode(degree)
# create matrix of correct size from degree, size is last index of firstnode
plus degree of that node
size = nodeindex[len(adj)-1] + len(degree[len(adj)-1])
array = [[0 for i in range(size)] for j in range(size)]
# go through each node in turn to assign correct indices to links between
coin states of each node
for i in range(len(degree)):
# index of first coin state of node we’re on
index1 = nodeindex[i]
# scroll through nodes that node were on now is joined to
for j in range(len(degree[i])):
coinstate1 = index1 + j
# index of node coin state index1 + j joins to. find correct coin
state there to link to by finding which index of degree[nextnode] gives the
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node we’re on
node = degree[i][j]
for k in range(len(degree[node])):
if degree[node][k] == i:
coinstate2 = nodeindex[node] + k
array[coinstate1][coinstate2] = 1
return array
# sample adjacency matrix
adj = [[0,1,0],[1,0,1],[0,1,0]]
# create appropriate shift operators
shift = createshift(adj)
coin = createcoin1(adj)
# required to calculate the probability of the walker being at each node
degree = finddegrees(adj)
firstnodes = firstnode(degree)
# initialise state
state = [1,0,0,0,0,0]
# run walk for ten steps
for t in range(10):
state = dot(shift, dot(coin, state))
# calculate probability of the walker being at each node
probs = [0,0,0]
for i in range(len(probs)):
prob = 0
first = firstnodes[i]
for k in range(len(degree[i])):
prob += state[first + k]*state[first+k].conjugate()
probs[i] = prob
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